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ABSTRACT




Dr. David Kreamer, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Water Resources Management 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
On July 14-16,1997 nearly 60 hours of kytoon sampling of the boundary layer at Lake 
Mead was done through a cooperative effort among the U.S. Geological Survey, National 
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration, and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. 
Micrometeorological data (MET) were analyzed to find boundary layer characteristics of 
height, precipitable water content, and precipitable water content residence time. In 
addition, the boundary layer precipitable water content was compared to tributary inflows 
in an approximated Lake Mead water comparison. The kytoon data was unique and 
indicated the boundary layer at Lake Mead maintained an inversion during day and night 
and in all samples collected. The Lake Mead boundary layer was characterized by higher 
dew points than the surrounding Mojave Desert air mass. In addition, the mountainous 
terrain around the lake represents a potential influence for isolating the Lake Mead 
boundary layer, preventing its migration to other locales, and allowing the development of 
an “oasis effect”. The atmosphere immediately above Lake Mead contained a sustained
üi
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inversion based on ambient and dew point temperatures with an average height of 49.3 
meters for the three-day sampling period. This value exeeeds the estimated value of 8.024 
meters assumed by a previous evaporation study done at Lake Mead. The precipitable 
water content in the boundary layer was also determined to average 218 aere-feet for the 
three-day sample period and the average residenee time based on basin location was 3.4 
days. When compared to the tributary inflows in an approximated Lake Mead water 
eomparison, the Lake Mead boundary layer precipitable water content was equivalent to 
the eombined daily tributary inflow from the Muddy River and Virgin River.
IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Colorado River drainage basin is one of the most regulated and litigated
watersheds in the United States. Second only to the Missouri River in length, the Colorado
River is vital to the eeonomy and survival of the southwest United States and northern
Mexico. The river system provides water to nearly 30 million people for industrial and
municipal uses, supplies valuable hydroelectric power, and irrigates 3.7 million aeres of
farmland (Mueller and Marsh, 2002). In addition, the Colorado River and its reservoirs
serve as reereation areas, wildlife habitats, and provide flood control. It also serves as a
political boundary between Nevada, California, and Arizona. For example, the Lake Mead
National Reereation Area, nearly twiee the size of Rhode Island and close to 177 miles
long, is visited by more than 10 million people a year. Hydroelectric average output from
Hoover Dam is just over 2,000 megawatts of eleetrieity (Colorado River Water Users
Association website: http://www.crwua.org/eolorado_river/recreation.htm).
Legal deerees sueh as the Colorado River Compaet of 1922, Boulder Canyon Aet of
1928, Water Treaty of 1944, the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948, and the
U.S. Supreme Court {State o f Arizona v. California et al, 1964) mandate that appropriate
volumes of Colorado River water be allocated to eertain states and Mexieo. Lake Mead
(Figure 1) is critieal to water allocation because it is the primary reservoir to distribute
1
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lower Colorado River water to the three lower basin states and Mexico (U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, 1999). Since so many people, states, and two countries rely on the Colorado 
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Figure 1. Colorado River and Lake Mead.
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The water budget, YJnflows-YPutflows = Change o f  Storage, of Lake Mead can be 
defined based on inflows fi'om the major tributaries: Virgin River, Muddy River, Las Vegas 
Wash, and Colorado River; and outflows: the Colorado River via Hoover Dam and 
evaporation. There are other factors in the water budget that must also be considered, 
évapotranspiration through plants, minor springs (Rogers Spring, Blue Point Springs, etc.), 
municipal withdrawals/discharges, and ground water inflow/outflow. Evaporation is a key 
component of the water budget because it is considerable in Lake Mead. It is not 
uncommon to see a haze immediately above the lake during the summer months in calm to 
light wind conditions. This haze occupies an atmospheric zone ealled the boundary layer.
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this paper is to define the boundary layer during the peak summer 
evaporation period and to address the following questions using Keislar, (1998), data fi'om 
USGS Sentinel Island research barge at Lake Mead, BOR lake elevation, capacity, and 
surface area data, NCAA data fi'om the NWS Las Vegas office near McCarran 
International Airport, and Department of Energy (DOE) radiosonde data from Desert Rock, 
Nevada. Question one: does the boundary layer exist at Lake Mead and does it exceed 
Harbeck’s (1958a) estimation of 8.047 meters (26.4 feet)? Question two: how mueh 
preeipitable water is in the boundary layer at Lake Mead? Question three: what is the 
residenee time for preeipitable water in the boundary layer at Lake Mead? Question four: 
how does the amount of precipitable water in the boundary layer compare to tributary 
inflows? This paper will not foeus on the methods for determining evaporation. Rather, the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
focus of this paper is to analyze the atmosphere adjacent to the Lake Mead surface and to 
provide insight on the unique characteristics that occur in the boundary layer during the 
peak evaporation time for Lake Mead.
Literature Review
A boundary layer is defined, “as that part of troposphere that is directly influenced by 
the presenee of the earth’s surface, and responds to surface forcings with a timescale of 











Velocity Is zero at the surface (no-slip)
Figure 2. NASA boundary layer schematic.
The boundary layer is significant to the evaporation process because it is the receiving
zone for vaporized water molecules to enter into the atmosphere. The boundary layer is not
as mobile as the hree atmosphere because it is adjacent to the earth’s surface where fiiction
is most prominent. Mountains, lakes, oceans, and cities can influence the characteristics of
4
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the boundary layer by adding pollution, evaporation, re-radiated heat, or by changing wind 
directions or speed through topographic lifting (Stull, 1988). Figure 3 is a USGS diagram 
of the hydrologie cycle where evaporation into the boundary layer over large bodies of 








Illustration by John M. Evans USGS, Colorado District 
Figure 3. Hydrologie water cycle diagram
Boundary layer sampling is primarily done using towers, tethered balloons, 
radiosondes, rockets, and aircraft (Stull, 1988). Regardless of the sampling method, the 
sensors typically collect ambient air and dew point temperature, wind speed and direction, 
and barometric pressure. The pros and cons of each sampling method can be related to
5
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atmospheric height and cost. Towers are primarily used for microscale meteorological 
sampling at point locations. They are permanent sampling devices providing a constant 
basis of information, but are limited in the volume of air and location that can be sampled. 
They can also be expensive to install.
Tethered balloons are used to sample the boundary layer from a fixed launch point with 
a greater range in heights, and where, the balloon and sensor can be recovered by a 
winching system. While the balloon is aloft, atmospheric data is typically collected in 30- 
second cycles while the balloon is ascending and the data is transmitted via radio to a 
receiving station for data compilation and processing. Tethered balloons offer mobility for 
multiple sampling locations and greater range in heights, but can be labor intensive. 
Radiosondes are the primary sampling device used by the National Weather Service 
(NWS) to collect upper air information (NOAA, 1997).
The radiosonde is similar to the tethered balloon, but the winching system is not used. 
The NWS and cooperating agencies launch radiosondes twice a day usually at varying 
times from nearly 100 locations in the United States. Unlike towers and tethered balloons, a 
radiosonde samples the atmosphere from the launch height to over 100,000 ft. Once the 
radiosonde balloon exceeds the elastic characteristics of the balloon, the balloon deflates 
and the sensor package descends to the ground using a parachute. Radiosondes provide the 
greatest range in atmospheric heights and horizontal distances, are less labor intensive than 
tethered balloons, but require a large logistics program to continually re-supply the national 
effort with new radiosondes, making this method expensive. Aircraft and rockets offer the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
same advantages as radiosondes, but again expense can be excessive and logisties for 
routine sampling ean become an issue.
Boundary layer research is quite common throughout the world for different purposes. 
The Central Australian Fronts Experiment, CAFÉ and CAFÉ II used balloons and towers to 
sample the atmosphere for synoptie ehanges relative to eold fronts, nocturnal inversions, 
and an inland heat trough (Central Australian Fronts Experiment website; 
http://www.arts.monash.edu.au/ges/who/page7.html). The Japan Marine Seienee and 
Technology Center (JAMSTEC) has been condueting boundary layer sampling in the 
eastern Paeifie Oeean using a tethered kytoon (aerodynamic balloon) launched from ships. 
A kytoon deployed from vessels has proven to be a valued method for short-term boundary 
layer sampling. The research is aimed at greenhouse gas emissions and global warming 
(JAMSTEC, 2003). In addition, kytoon sampling for greenhouse gases and pollutants in the 
boundary layer has been done in New Zealand (Harvey and Martin, 2001). Similar to the 
ongoing JAMSTEC research, the New Zealand study deployed kytoons for short-term 
sampling at various land based loeations.
In the United States, Sturrock (1978) condueted an evaporation and radiation study at 
the Salton Sea in California, but this study did not address the boundary layer 
characteristies. In addition, recent studies by Mosner and Aulenbach, 2003; Rosenberry, 
Sturroek, and Winter, 1993; and Winter and Rosenberry, 1995; have confirmed that the 
appropriate method for determining lake evaporation is by using the energy budget 
equation (Lee and Swanear, 1996) along with the eolleetion of micrometeorological data. 
However, these studies again did not take into aceount the boundary layer signifieanee to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
evaporation. Generally speaking, studies on lakes in desert environments have focused on 
evaporation equations, methodology, and water budgets, but none addressed the issue of 
boundary layer characteristics of lakes in the desert environment.
The boundary layer at Lake Mead should be unique, and thus, measurable when 
eompared to the baekground air mass. In 1958, Harbeck, (1958a), concluded that the 
boundary layer extended more than 8.024 meters (26.4 feet) above the Lake Mead surfaee, 
based on observations made during the 1953 Lake Mead study. However, Harbeck did not 
confirm boundary layer height, residenee time, precipitable water eontent, or compare 
boundary layer preeipitable water to tributary inflows. Other studies by Harbeek et a l, 
1958, McGuinness and Borde, 1972, and Wamaka and Pochop, 1988, have primarily 
foeused on Lake Mead evaporation methods and equations. The goal of these studies was 
to provide the best methodologies and equations to estimate evaporation. The boundary 
layer was never eonsidered as a faetor in evaporation estimates, water budgets, or even 
measured by these respective studies. In short, the boundary layer at Lake Mead has been 
overlooked by historical research. There are no speeific studies on the Lake Mead 
boundary layer that can clarify the eharaeteristics of the boundary layer during peak 
evaporation periods. This lack of knowledge hinders attempts to aeeurately ealculate a 
complete water budget at Lake Mead.
On July 14-16,1997, the U.S. Geologieal Survey (USGS), in cooperation with the U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) and U.S. National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), conducted microscale meteorological sampling of the boundary layer at Lake 
Mead using a tethered kytoon (Keislar, 1998). The data fi'om this study was different from
8
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other evaporation studies because the focus was not so much on evaporation, but on the 
characteristics of the atmosphere above the lake and how the boundary layer relates to 
evaporation at Lake Mead. The data collected in this study are analyzed and presented in 
this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
SITE LOCATION AND CLIMATE 
Lake Mead (Figure 1) is located along the Colorado River between the Grand Canyon 
in northern Arizona and the Mojave Desert in south-eastern California, latitude 36°00’ and 
longitude 114°44’. The drainage area of the lake is 171,000 mi^ (USGS-Nevada, 1997). 
When full. Lake Mead is the largest man-made reservoir in the United States by volume, 
volume -  3.67 x 10  ̂m ,̂ and was created in 1935 by the construetion of Hoover Dam. The 
lake is encircled by a series of mountains, washes, and alluvial fans, which support multiple 
coves, beaches, and islands. The lake has five basins: Boulder, Virgin, Overton Arm, 
Temple Bar, and Gregg. Temple Bar and Gregg Basins are narrow basins with limited wind 
fetch influence where as Boulder, Virgin, and Overton Arm are mueh wider and subject to 
more wind influence. The “Narrows” (Figure 8) is the historical Colorado River channel 
that eonneets Boulder and Virgin Basins. The lake is stratified and moderately mesotrophic 
(LaBounty and Horn, 1997). Evaporation from Lake Mead peaks during the summer 
months and evaporation aecounts for an annual loss of nearly 7.7 ft. (Craig Westenburg, 
written comm. 2003). Annual precipitation for this region is roughly 4.13 inches (NWS Las 
Vegas office) with an average summer (June through August) temperature of 103.1 
Fahrenheit (Western Region Climate Center website: http://www.wrcc.dri.edu/cgi- 
bin/cliNORMNCDC.pl?nvlasv). At the time of the study. Lake Mead eneompassed an area
10
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of 147,001 acres (229.69 mi^) (Bruce Williams, Bureau of Reclamation, written 
communication Feb. 2003).
Background meteorological data was complied from the National Weather Service, Las 
Vegas office located at 36°03'00 latitude and 115° 1 TOO longitude near McCarran 
International Airport, and the USGS Sentinel Island research barge located at 36°03 ’ 15” 
latitude and 114°45’05” longitude in Boulder Basin.
Additional regional meteorological data was compiled from radiosonde data 
(barometric pressure, ambient and dew point temperature, wind speed and direction) from 
Department of Energy (DOE) Desert Rock, NV, and this data represents the regional 
atmospheric conditions for southern Nevada. Lake Mead is over 100 statute miles from 
Desert Rock, NV. The elevation of the Desert Rock, NV launch site is just over 3,300 feet 
(sea level) and is located at 36°37’00 latitude and 116°02’00 longitude. The regional 
atmospheric conditions were sampled by radiosondes launched twice a day, 1100 and 2300 
hours Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), from Desert Rock, NV by DOE. Atmospheric 
samples are routinely collected during ascent in 30-second point sample intervals. The 
radiosonde data plots for four days, July 14-17,1997, (Figures 4-7) of relative humidity 
versus height indicate that higher moisture existed in the atmosphere between 8,000 and 
10,000 meters when compared to other atmospheric levels. The lowest height where 
atmospheric parameters were measured by the radiosondes after launch was 1,084 meters 
(3,556 feet) on July 16,1997 at 1100 hours GMT, 0300 hours local time. Due to the 
distance of over 100 statute miles and elevation change of over 1000 feet between Lake 
Mead and Desert Rock, NV, comparison between radiosonde data and kytoon data was not
11
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feasible. In addition, the radiosonde data typically begins above 1000 meters, and therefore, 
is thus outside the kytoon sampling ability.
•0300 his. (PST) Radiosonde 
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Figure 4. July 14,1997, Desert Rock, NV relative humidity plot
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Figure 5. July 15,1997, Desert Rock, NV relative humidity plot
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•0300 hrs. (PST) Radiosonde 
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Figure 6. July 16,1997, Desert Rock, NV relative humidity plot
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Figure 7. July 17,1997, Desert Rock, NV relative humidity plot
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Table 1 is a summary of the kytoon sample locations collected by the USGS and Figure 
8 is a map of the kytoon sample locations. Kytoon samples were assigned based on date 
and time; for example, 141200 is July 14,1997 at 1200 hours (PST) (Keislar, 1998). The 
location for each sample was given the common basin name, and the exact location of the 
kytoon sample at deployment was defined by global positioning system, GPS (accurate to 
+/-10 meters). The houseboat before each kytoon launch was held in place by either 
anchor or by engine control to minimize drift. The choice of anchor or engine control was 
based on sea conditions and surface wind speed.
Sample Loeation Latitude Longitude
*141200 Overton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41
141340 Overton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41
141634 Overton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41
141800 Overton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41
142100 Overton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41
150600 Overton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41
151000 South Overton 36:14:29 114:24:04
151200 Virgin Basin 36:08:21 114:26:53
151235 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16
151500 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16
151800 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16
151920 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16
152100 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16
160046 Virgin Basin 36:08:39 114:26:40
160315 Virgin Basin 36:08:04 114:26:56
160715 Virgin Basin 36:08:10 114:27:41
160950 Virgin Basin 36:08:10 114:27:41
161130 The Narrows 36:09:46 114:34:25
161920 Boulder Basin 36:03:51 114:43:53
162010 Boulder Basin 36:02:26 114:43:09
162100 Kingman Wash 36:02:06 114:42:20
Table 1. Kytoon sample locations at Lake Mead (Keislar, 1998)
14
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Figure 8. Kytoon sample locations and Sentinel Island research barge
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CHAPTER 3
DATA COLLECTION 
Atmospheric parameters at Lake Mead were measured at three major basins, Boulder, 
Virgin, and Overton Arm, using an in situ kytoon over a three-day period, July 14-16,
1997. A kytoon (Figure 9) is a helium filled, aerodynamic balloon (2.25 m  ̂volume) that is 
tethered to the ground by a winch system so the balloon can he recovered. In this particular 
sampling case, the winch system was anchored to the roof of the houseboat, 2-3 meters 
above the surface of the water. Initial deployment height was 5 meters above the lake 
surface. The 50-foot increment markings on the cable were not used to determine sample 
heights. Rather this marking system was used as a reference for safely deploying the 
kytoon. The in situ sensor package was suspended from the kytoon and provides a mean 
value response. The sensor package used by the USGS/NOAA was an AIR-3 A 
Atmospheric Acquisition System (ADAS) produced by the Atmospheric Instrumentation 
Research, Inc. The sensor package contained five factory-calibrated sensors: dry-bulb and 
wet-bulb thermistors (accuracy o f+0.5 C°), a three-cup anemometer (accuracy of +0.1 
ms'^) with a magnetic compass (±10°), and a temperature-compensated aneroid sensor 
(accuracy of +3 mb) (AIR 1986). The kytoon acts as a wind vane thus pointing the balloon 
into the wind and aligning the compass. The magnetic declination for Lake Mead compass
16
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calibration was 14°. The error for the sensors was +5% for temperature and +7% for 
barometric pressure.
Figure 9. AIR-3 A kytoon and in situ sensor
Prior to deployment from the top deck of the houseboat, the kytoon/sensor package 
collected several minutes’ worth of data for calibration to a USGS MET station on the
17
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houseboat. The USGS MET station employed similar sensors with the same accuracy and 
logging cycle as the kytoon in situ sensor. The MET station also measured net radiation 
and water temperature. Once aloft, the kytoon-sensor package transmitted atmospheric 
parameters via radio (403.5 MHz) in 30-second intervals back to the houseboat computer 
station for compilation and processing.
Figure 10. Kytoon deployment fi’om houseboat roof
The 30-second interval represents point samples of the atmospheric layer being
sampled. Data was collected only while the kytoon was ascending and not descending. The
ascent rate was determined by manually controlling the winch system using a cable
marking system (50 foot increments), wind speed, and real-time barometric pressure
18
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change observations. If wind speeds at the surface were in excess of 6-8 ms"\ the kytoon 
was not launched because of the potential damage to the equipment and the increased 
uncertainty of the sensor package in turbulence.
Equations
Derived variables were determined by standard formulae (eg. Rogers and Yau, 1989). 
The variables are partial vapor pressure, saturation vapor pressure, virtual potential 
temperature, density of dry air, density of water vapor, potential temperature, and height 
(Keislar, 1998). Specific formulas used to calculate derived variables are the following: 
The point sample heights were obtained by the integration of the hydrostatic equation, 
Eq. 1, over atmospheric layers, where each layer is defined as that portion between the 
instantaneous 30-second kytoon readings.
z = 49,080+107/X
 ̂P o -P ^^ (Eq. 1)
Where,
z is the altitude difference in feet between 30-second kytoon readings
t is mean temperature in degrees Fahrenheit
Po is the pressure at the bottom point of the atmospheric layer
P  is the pressure at the top point of the atmospheric layer
49,080 is a constant (gravitation and pressure height starting above the surface)
107 is a constant (representing density and virtual potential temperature)
(Integrated Publishing website: http://www.tpuh.com/weather2/2-13.htm)
The saturation vapor pressure is defined as the vapor pressure of a system that has 
attained saturation (AMS, 1959). Saturation vapor pressure of water equation used by 
Keislar, 1998, is:
19
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6s is the saturation vapor pressure in Pascal’s 
Ta is the dry air temperature in degrees centigrade
The partial vapor pressure is a single component of the total vapor pressure where the 
sum of the partial pressures exerted hy the molecules of a given vapor equals the total 
vapor pressure (AMS, 1959). Partial vapor pressure of water equation used hy Keislar, 
1998, is:
e = 611.2XjEXP^ ll .e ix T d   ̂
^7; +  243.5 y
(Eq. 3)
Where,
e is vapor pressure in Pascal’s
7;  is dew point temperature in degrees centigrade
Relative humidity is defined as the ratio of the actual vapor pressure of the air to the 
saturation vapor pressure and it is usually presented as a percentage (AMS, 1959). Relative 
humidity equation used hy Keislar, 1998, is:
rh = — x\ 00% (Eq. 4)
es
Where,
rh is relative humidity in percent 
e is partial vapor pressure of water 
gg is saturation vapor pressure
20
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The density of water vapor at a specific point in the boundary layer is specifically 
defined as the ratio of a mass of a substance to the volume it occupies (AMS, 1959). The 
density of water vapor equation used by Keislar, 1998, is:
rhov =
(461.5 X (7; + 273.15))
(Eq. 5)
Where,
rhov is density of water vapor in kilograms per cubic meter
e is partial vapor pressure of water, in millibars
461.5 is the gas constant for water at standard atmospheric conditions
Ta is temperature of dry air in degrees centigrade
The density of dry air is the density of dry air at a specific point in the boundary layer, 
but water vapor is excluded. Density of dry air equation used by Keislar, 1998, is:
rhod
(lOOx(/?-e))
(287.04 X (7; +  273.15))
(Eq. 6)
Where,
rhod is density of dry air in kilograms per cubic meter
p  is pressure in millibars
e is partial vapor pressure of water, in millibars
287.04 is the gas constant for dry air at standard atmospheric conditions
Ta is temperature of dry air in degrees centigrade
The potential temperature is defined as the temperature a dry parcel of air would have if 
brought adiabatically from its initial state to the standard pressure of 1000 mb (AMS,
1959). Potential temperature equation used hy Keislar, 1998, is:
21
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thêta = (t; + 273.15)x





thêta is potential temperature in degrees centigrade 
Tais temperature of dry air in degrees centigrade 
p  is pressure in millibars
The mixing ratio is a dimensionless ratio of the mass of water vapor to the mass of dry 
air (AMS, 1959). Mixing ratio equation used hy Keislar, 1998, is:
w =




w is the mixing ratio in grams of water per kilogram of dry air 
rhov is density of water vapor in kilograms per cubic meter 
rhod is density of dry air in kilograms per cubic meter
Virtual potential temperature is defined as the temperature of dry air having the same 
density and pressure as the moist air (AMS, 1959). The virtual potential temperature 
equation used by Keislar, 1998, is:






thetav is virtual potential temperature in degrees centigrade 
theta is potential temperature in degrees centigrade 
w is mixing ratio in grams of water per kilogram of dry air
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The boundary layer height, using the point samples based on the hydrostatic equation 
(Eq. 1), was determined by an examination of atmospheric conditions in the vertical profile. 
Specifically, ambient and dew point temperatures were evaluated for each kytoon sample. 
An ambient temperature inversion is a statically stable layer of air in which ambient 
temperature increases with altitude, and a dew point temperature inversion is similar, but 
with a decrease in temperature with altitude (AMS, 1959). The dew point is the 
temperature to which a parcel of air under constant pressure and constant water vapor 
content would have to be cooled in order for saturation to occur (AMS, 1959). The 
inversion location is identified hy the change in temperatures, both ambient and dew point, 
at a certain altitude in which the rate reverses. For the ambient temperature inversion point, 
the rate changes from increasing temperature to a sudden decrease in temperature with 
altitude. The dew point temperature inversion is just the opposite; the rate changes from 
decreasing temperatures with altitude to a sudden increase in temperature with altitude. 
Regardless of the atmospheric parameter used, the location of the rate reversal identifies the 
inversion, and thus, the inversion altitude identifies the boundary layer height.
The ambient temperature was first examined hy plotting the kytoon sample profile and 
analyzing for a conclusive slope break point, which is the rate reversal location. If the 
profile of ambient temperature versus height slope break point was less than 0.2 °C, the 
dew point temperature versus height profile was examined to find the slope break point that 
exceeded 0.2 °C. For example, the inversion in figure 11 fi*om kytoon sample 141200 was 
determined by plotting the 30-second point samples. Eighteen point samples were taken
23
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during the kytoon ascent and the dew point profile versus ambient temperature profile 
clearly indicates two inversions, 60.7 meters and 288 meters.
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Figure 11. Inversion example from sample 141200.
The ambient temperature profile is less conclusive and the slope break points at 60.7 
and 288 meters are near 0.2 °C so the dew point temperature profile was chosen for 
inversion examination. Figure 10 indicates a secondary inversion at 288 meters. The 
primary inversion for the Lake Mead boundary layer is the 60.7 meter slope break point at 
8.3 °C. The reason for choosing the lower of the two inversions has to do with the rate of 
decrease of the dew point slope. The 5 meter point sample is over 12 °C and the inversion 
or boundary layer height ends at 8.3 °C or 60.7 meters. This difference of 3.7 °C is more of
24
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a rate decrease than the secondary inversion difference of 1.6 °C, which begins at 8.8 °C 
and ends at 7.2 °C or 288 meters. The secondary inversion, 288 meters, is above the Lake 
Mead boundary layer (inversion at 60.7 meters) and this secondary inversion is believed to 
be located in the free atmosphere or Mojave Desert air mass that does not represent the air 
mass close to the surface of Lake Mead.
Once the boundary layer height was determined based on the temperature inversion 
height, the average density of the water vapor, Arhov, within the boundary layer was 
calculated using the following equations:
2 dn
Arhov = —^rhoV i (Eq. 10)
C = c x H x
 ̂Arhov ^ (Eq. 11)
W\ /
PWC = C x A  (Eq. 12)
Where
C is boundary layer precipitable water content thickness in feet 
77 is height of boundary layer, in meters. 
c is conversion constant for 1 meter equal to 3.28084 feet.
Arhov is the average density of the water vapor in the boundary layer up to the 
inversion interface in kg/m^
A is average Lake Mead surface area in acres for a given day in acres.
W is the precipitable water constant, 1000 kg/m^ (AMS, 1959)
PWC is boundary layer precipitable water content in acre-feet
The total volume of precipitable water in the boundary layer is then calculated by
multiplying Cby the surface area. A, of Lake Mead on that day to attain volumetric acre-
feet of water in the boundary layer, PWC. No attempt was made to calculate the boundary
layer height or precipitable water content over the land surface area immediately adjacent
25
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to the lake although it is understood that the Lake Mead boundary layer will overlie this 
region and additional water vapor exists there. It should be noted the duration of the study 
was limited in time, and approaching synoptic events like cold fronts were not figured into 
the analysis because of cost, time constraints, and availability of the personnel and 
equipment. Synoptic events would change the boundary layer height determination by 
introducing wind speed and direction changes as well as changes in humidity and 
temperature. A stable atmosphere with reduced wind speeds must exist during the kytoon 
sample period.
The kytoon data set was compared with 3-hour observational data from the Las Vegas 
National Weather Service office near McCarran International Airport and 
micrometeorological data in 20-minute samples from the USGS Sentinel Island research 
barge. The NWS Las Vegas office near McCarran International Airport data (temperature, 
pressure, relative humidity, visibility, wind speed and direction, and weather observations) 
were collected in 3-hour intervals according to standard NWS protocols from an elevation 
of 2,162 feet (sea level) (NOAA, 1997).
The USGS Sentinel Island research barge is an automated weather station anchored to 
the lakebed near Sentinel Island in Boulder Basin (Figure 8 and 12, pentagon symbol near 
Sentinel Island) and its purpose is to collect meteorological and limnological data for 
calculating lake evaporation. The location of the barge provides unobstructed 
measurements of the atmosphere up to 10 meters using a tower sampling method. The 
research platform equipment is very similar in accuracy and resolution to the kytoon sensor 
equipment. Ambient and dew point temperatures and wind speed and direction were
26
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measured at 2 and 10 meters above the lake surface. Net solar radiation at 1 meter above 
the lake surface and lake surface water temperature were also measured. In addition to 
atmospheric measurements, the barge also suspends three water temperature probes at 2,4, 
and 6 meters below the lake surface. The collected parameters were processed in 20-minute 
average sample cycles and transmitted via modem to the USGS office in Las Vegas, NV.
Figure 12. USGS Sentinel Island research barge 
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Sampling
The first successful kytoon launch was at 1340 hours local time on July 14, 1997. 
Generally, kytoon launches were near the 3-hour sample window and lasted about 15 
minutes. The original sampling plan was to deploy the kytoon from July 14-17 with strict 
safety guidelines for deployment. High winds exceeding the 6-8 ms'* wind speed safety 
threshold and the need to move the houseboat did delay or cancel some launches. All 
kytoon launches were cancelled on July 17 due to steady high winds exceeding the 6-8 ms * 
threshold. In total, nearly sixty hours of boundary layer sampling was done in three major 
basins over three days, July 14-16,1997. Twenty of the twenty-one samples were used for 
the boundary layer analysis. One sample, 141200, failed sensor calibration and was not 
used for the analysis. The stars on Figure 8 indicate the kytoon sample locations.
At any given time during the sampling period, at least five or more personnel were 
needed to safely deploy the kytoon and maintain houseboat navigation. Excessive heat was 
found to cause the base station computer, which receives kytoon data via radio, to overheat 
during the first day. To remedy this problem, the base station was refrigerated before and 
after the kytoon deployment. This procedure proved effective and no other deployment 
problems were encountered (Keislar, 1998).
During the sample period. Lake Mead surface area increased from 146,973 acres to 
147,009 acres and the elevation increased from 1203.29 ft. to 1203.37 ft. (USBOR, 1967). 
Continuous MET data was available from the USGS Sentinel Island research barge for the 
four-day sampling period in 20-minute sample cycles from fixed elevations of 2 meters and 
10 meters above the lake surface. In addition, NWS 3-hour weather observations and
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measurements were also successfully collected. For the three day period, July 14-16,1997, 
the average temperature from the NWS office for Las Vegas, NV was 89 °F (-2 °F from 
norm), 91 °F (no change from norm), and 95 °F (+4 °F from norm), respectively. The 
ambient temperature high temperatures were 105 °F, 108 °F, and 110 °F. The ambient low 
temperatures were 73 °F, 74 °F, and 80 °F, respectively. Dew point temperatures ranged 
from 33 °F to 34 °F. Barometric sea level pressure decreased over the three days and 
ranged from 29.84 inches of mercury to 29.76 inches of mercury. Wind speeds ranged from 
2.82 ms * to 4.52 ms * with the winds coming from north-northeast. It should be noted that 
a cold front (synoptic system) did pass through the region on July 20,1997, and 
precipitation was recorded at the NWS Las Vegas office.
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CHAPTER4
QUESTION ONE ANALYSIS 
Does a boundary layer exist at Lake Mead? The boundary layer at Lake Mead 
contained a sustained temperature inversion in all 20 kytoon samples; however, the sample 
160715 (Figure 26) profile was less conclusive when compared to the other sample 
profiles. Data fi-om the kytoon samples indicates a boundary layer does exist at Lake Mead. 
The height range varies between 14.5 meters and 138.2 meters with an error o f+1.52 
meters based on combined sensor accuracy. The boundary layer as defined by the inversion 
was maintained during both day and night time. The inversions were prominent in ambient 
and dew point temperatures. Ambient temperatures were less conclusive in all 20 samples, 
and on some occasions, did not indicate a significant inversion, therefore, dew point was 
used to determine the inversion. Table 2 is a summary of the 20 kytoon samples with 
kytoon sample identification, common location name, boundary layer height, inversion 
parameter, and corresponding figure/plot number. Figures 17,21, and 23 indicated two 
inversions based on both plotting and mathematical methods for determining the slope 
break point. In both kytoon samples, the primary inversion was considered the higher slope 
break point because the first slope break point, around 7 meters, was too close to the launch 
location, 5 meters, and sensor error became questionable. The sensor error for each point 
sample is ±1.52 meters; therefore, a combined 3 meter error is possible when kytoon point
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samples are too close to each other, causing the first slope break point to be potentially 
unreliable inversion.





141340 Overton Arm 138.2 Ambient 13
141634 Overton Arm 45 Ambient 14
141800 Overton Arm 77.3 Dew Point 15
142100 Overton Arm 49.2 Dew Point 16
150600 Overton Arm 99.6 Dew Point 17
151000 South Overton 56.3 Dew Point 18
151200 Virgin Basin 43.3 Dew Point 19
151235 Virgin Basin 49.3 Dew Point 20
151500 Virgin Basin 17.6 Dew Point 21
151800 Virgin Basin 36.3 Ambient 22
151920 Virgin Basin 14.7 Dew Point 23
152100 Virgin Basin 26.2 Ambient 24
160046 Virgin Basin 80.9 Dew Point 25
160315 Virgin Basin 45.9 Dew Point 26
160715 Virgin Basin 14.5 Ambient 27
160950 Virgin Basin 19.3 Dew Point 28
161130 The Narrows 43.5 Ambient 29
161920 Boulder Basin 46.8 Ambient 30
162010 Boulder Basin 35.3 Ambient 31
162100 Kingman Wash 34.2 Ambient 32
Table 2. Summary of boundary layer heights, in meters
The following plots are of the kytoon samples with the boundary layer height (dashed 
line) and the close-up of the parameter profile (solid line) identified.
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Figure 14. Kytoon sample 141634, Overton Arm, Ambient
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Figure 16. Kytoon sample 142100, Overton Arm, Dew Point
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Figure 18. Kytoon sample 151000, South Overton Arm, Dew Point
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Figure 20. Kytoon sample, 151235, Virgin Basin, Dew Point
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Figure 21. Kytoon sample 151500, Virgin Basin, Dew Point
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Figure 22. Kytoon sample, 151800, Virgin Basin, Ambient
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Figure 24. Kytoon samplel52100. Virgin Basin, Ambient
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Figure 26. Kytoon sample 160315, Virgin Basin, Dew point
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Figure 28. Kytoon sample 160950, Virgin Basin, Dew Point
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Figure 29. Kytoon sample 161130, The Narrows, Ambient
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Figure 30. Kytoon sample 141920, Boulder Basin, Ambient
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Figure 32. Kytoon sample 162100, Kingman Wash, Ambient
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The atmosphere above the inversion indicated contrasting dew point temperature and 
wind speeds. The change in atmospheric conditions above the inversion is believed to be 
the interface between the free atmosphere and the boundary layer that represents a specific 
air mass relative only to Lake Mead. The free atmosphere above the Lake Mead boundary 
layer generally indicated lower dew point temperatures and relative humidities. These 
conditions are believed to identify the atmospheric conditions from the surrounding Mojave 
Desert.
Figure 33. Typical mountainous terrain at Lake Mead
The atmospheric condition at the lake leads to possibly an ''oasis ejfecf' where hot dry 
air from the surrounding Mojave Desert overtops the cooler moist air from Lake Mead. 
This process and resultant heat exchange increases evaporation rates (Stull, 1988). The
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mountainous terrain encircling the lake possibly may also aid in the stabilization of the 
boundary layer and isolation of this unique air mass. In short, the Lake Mead inversion is 
capped by the dry air from the Mojave Desert and held in place, given light winds, by the 
encircling mountains. The increased evaporation rate experienced at Lake Mead is 
therefore enhanced by the stabilized inversion. The boundary layer heights in the three 
sampled basins are plotted in Figure 34. There is a general declining boundary layer height 
trend during the sampling period. This decline is possibly due to basin special dimensions, 
wind speed and direction, or an approaching synoptic event. It is difficult to determine a 
reason for the decline because the sampling period was too short in duration.
- Overton Amiboundaiy layer 
—'V^in Basin boundary layer 
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Date and Time (PST)
Figure 34. Boundary layer heights summary for sampled basins
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Question Two Analysis 
How mueh preeipitable water is in the boundary layer? Evaporation values eollected by 
the USGS Sentinel Island research barge showed a steady evaporation loss during the 
kytoon sampling period (Figure 35). Evaporation loss during the three-day period as 
determined from the USGS Sentinel Island research barge was ranged from 65.7 acre-feet 








7/14/97 7/14/97 7/15/97 7/15/97 7/16/97 7/16/97 7/17/97
0:00 12:00 0:00 12:00 0:00 12:00 0:00
Date and Time
Figure 35. USGS Sentinel Island research barge evaporation data
The data from the kytoon samples indicate a steady volume of preeipitable water does 
exist in the boundary layer regardless of location on the lake. The volume of preeipitable 
water in the boundary layer ranged from 602 to 64.8 acre-feet. The average was 218 acre- 
feet for the 3-day period. The daily averages for boundary layer preeipitable water content
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were 328 aere-feet on July 14,192 acre-feet on July 15, and 188 aere-feet on July 16, 
respectively. Figure 36 is a plot of boundary layer heights and preeipitable water content 
for twenty kytoon samples. Table 2 summarizes the kytoon samples, preeipitable water 
content, average Arhov, and Lake Mead acreages used for the kytoon sample.
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Figure 36. Boundary layer height versus preeipitable water content
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141340 Overton Arm 138.2 602.0 0.00904 146973
141634 Overton Arm 45 159.0 0.00733 146973
141800 Overton Arm 77.3 283.0 0.00759 146973
142100 Overton Arm 49.2 26&0 0.01122 146973
150600 Overton Arm 9&6 427.0 0.00889 147009
151000 Overton Arm 56J 256.0 0.00941 147009
151200 Virgin Basin 43.3 188.0 0.00899 147009
151235 Virgin Basin 49.3 203.0 0.00854 147009
151500 Virgin Basin 17.6 64.8 0.00764 147009
151800 Virgin Basin 49.1 195.0 0.00823 147009
151920 Virgin Basin 14.7 74.4 0.01049 147009
152100 Virgin Basin 2&2 129.0 0.01023 147009
160046 Virgin Basin 80.9 408.0 0.01047 147009
160315 Virgin Basin 454 199.0 0.00901 147021
160715 Virgin Basin 14.5 803 0.01129 147021
160950 Virgin Basin 19.3 94.9 0.01020 147021
161130 The Narrows 43.5 238.0 0.01133 147021
161920 Boulder Basin 46.8 239.0 0.01058 147021
162010 Boulder Basin 353 127.0 0.00746 147021
162100 Kingman Wash 34.2 118.0 0.00715 147021
Average 49.3 217.6 0.00925 147006
Standard Dev. 30.47 134.9 0.00141 17.8
Boundary layer height of inversion, in meters.
Volume of water in boundary layer, in acre-feet, based on Equations 10 and 11. 
Average boundary layer water vapor density, Arhov, in kilogram per cubic meter. 
Surface area of Lake Mead, in acres (BOR lake capacity table)
Table 3. Summary of kytoon samples for sample period
Question Three Analysis
What is the boundary layer residence time? The residence time for Lake Mead
boundary layer preeipitable water is related to the evaporation rate input into the boundary
layer. The residence time can be calculated by dividing the daily boundary layer
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preeipitable water content by the daily evaporation rate. The USGS Sentinel Island research 
barge provided evaporation data for the sampling period in 20-minute sampling cycles, 
which were converted to a daily evaporation rate. Table 4 shows the residence time for the 
preeipitable water content in the boundary layer at Lake Mead for both the daily kytoon 
sampling and the complete three-day kytoon sample period. The average basin residence 
time for the sampling period was 3.4 days and this value was based on an average 
preeipitable water content of 236 acre-feet and an average daily evaporation rate of 69.8 
aere-feet per day.





14/15-Jul-97 Overton Basin 328 71.9 4.6
15/16-Jul-97 Virgin Basin 192 65.7 2.9
16-Jul-97 Boulder Basin 188 71.9 2.6
Average 236 693 3.4
* Location includes kytoon samples made on that day which may include 
different basins
^Boundary layer height in meters 
*Precipitable water content in aere-feet per day 
*Evaporation rate in aere-feet per day 
^Residency time in days
Table 4. Preeipitable water residency time in the boundary layer.
Question Four Analysis 
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How does the boundary layer preeipitable water compare to tributary inflows in an 
approximate Lake Mead water flow comparison? Kytoon preeipitable water content was 
included in an approximated Lake Mead water flow comparison for the sampling period for 
comparison purposes, Table 5.
Source July 14,1997 July 15,1997 July 16,1997
Colorado River Inflow 43,438.7 43,240.3 43,438.7
Colorado River Outflow 29,752.5 28,959.1 36,099.7
Las Vegas Wash 380.8 3823 365
Virgin River 126.9 128.9 134.9
Muddy River 61.5 633 633
Evaporation Outflow 71.9 65.7 71.9
Boundary Layer 328 192 188
Lake Mead Storage 23,397,000 23,405,000 23,408,000
*Lake Mead storage (ref. USGS NV, Annual Data Report 1997)
* Average river discharge in acre-feet each day (ref. USGS NV and AZ, Annual 
Data Report, 1997)
*Evaporation outflow measured from Sentinel Island in acre-feet per day 
^Boundary layer preeipitable water content, in acre-feet 
*Colorado River outflow via Hoover Dam
Table 5. Approximate Lake Mead water flow comparison
The amount of water in the boundary layer is considerable when compared to the 
combined daily discharge of the Lake Mead tributaries of Virgin River, Muddy River, and 
Las Vegas Wash. The combined loss from evaporation and the boundary layer “reservoir” 
is nearly the equivalent to the Las Vegas Wash daily discharge. Evaporation rate exceeds 
the daily discharge from the Muddy River and the boundary layer contains more acre-feet
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of water than the eombined daily discharge of the Virgin and Muddy Rivers on July 14 and 
15,1997. Clearly, evaporation and boundary layer preeipitable water are significant factors 
in the Lake Mead water budget. It should be noted during the sampling period Lake Mead 
increased in storage by 11,000 aere-feet.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION
Using a kytoon and in situ sensor package, microscale atmospheric parameters were 
collected from the boundary layer at Lake Mead National Recreation Area from July 14, 
1997, at 12:00 hours until July 16,1997, at 21:00 hours. The data were compared with data 
sets from the USGS Sentinel Island Research barge and the Las Vegas NWS office near 
McCarran International Airport. Given light wind conditions for the sampling period, the 
boundary layer at Lake Mead indicated a continuous inversion, thus identifying the 
boundary layer. The inversion was prominent in ambient and dew point temperatures 
profiles. The boundary layer height was found to exceed the 8.024 meters estimated by 
Harbeek, 1958a. The average boundary layer height for the three-day sampling period was 
49.3 meters. The average preeipitable water formd in the boundary layer for the three-day 
period was 218 acre-feet and the average daily evaporation loss was 69.8 acre-ft. The basin 
residence time for the preeipitable water was found to average of 3.4 days. Evaporation 
from Lake Mead was measured from the USGS Sentinel Island research barge and the 
evaporation seemed to parallel the boundary layer height, but a conclusive result was 
difficult to determine. Boundary layer preeipitable water content is nearly equivalent to the 
combined input from the Virgin and Muddy Rivers. Evaporation loss exceeds the daily 
discharge from the Virgin River. Therefore, evaporation and the boundary layer
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preeipitable water are significant factors in a Lake Mead water budget. Finally, the use of a 
kytoon to sample the atmosphere above a large desert lake is a feasible option and does 
produce valuable data, given appropriate sampling time, location, expense, and personnel.
Recommendations
The kytoon study at Lake Mead undertaken by the respective agencies has provided 
unique and valuable information that is useful in understanding the atmospheric dynamics 
of Lake Mead during the peak evaporation period. The combined use of radiosonde data, 
tower data, and kytoon data has led to the determination that a separate boundary layer 
exists at Lake Mead, and this boundary layer is not measured by the local NWS Las Vegas 
office, USGS Sentinel Island research barge, and radiosondes firom Desert Rock, NV.
The shortcomings of this study have to do with the length of the study, movement of 
the houseboat around the lake, expense, and the inability to sample continuously during 
high winds. The length of the study was only three days out of the entire year and one 
could argue synoptic events may have skewed the data. The kytoon sampling was only 
conducted during the summer; so knowledge is still lacking about the boundary layer 
winter thickness. Perhaps seasonal or monthly kytoon samples could be done to give 
weight to the before mentioned conclusions. The movement of the houseboat was done in 
order to collect a wide range of data firom the lake, but this procedure may have adversely 
affected trend analysis of the diurnal fluctuations of the boundary layer or the comparisons 
amongst the major basins. The movement of the boat did alter the sampling sequence 
where some kytoon launches were either beyond the 3-hour sampling window or samples
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were taken too close together. A better method to consider would be to sample in one 
representative location for 72 hours or longer to remove synoptic and basin data skewing.
Expense is a factor that drives most research, and this study was no exception. The 
kytoon deployment from a rental houseboat was expensive, time consuming, and labor 
intensive. Several people were needed to operate the boat, kytoon, quality assure the data, 
and provide safety for the crew and operation. Finally, the inability to measure the 
boundary layer during high winds limit the range of validity of boimdary layer height 
determination, because only calm to light wind conditions were used for sampling. The 
boundary layer may compress or expand during high winds, depending on turbulence 
structure. A solution to these questions would require more sampling at one location in 
each hasin for a long period of time, during high winds, and during all four seasons.
Kytoon sampling at other large arid region lakes such as Lake Powell or the Salton Sea 
could also be done using the same methodology. A floating MET station at a representative 
location on these large lakes is recommended. Every effort should be made to collect MET 
data from various locations and wind fetches on these large lakes so a representative data 
set could be collected. Seasonal and weeklong sampling is also recommended so variations 
in seasonal characteristics can be found and the negation of synoptic events would allow 
for a more defensible data set.
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APPENDIX A
KYTOON SAMPLES, HOUSEBOAT, AND SENTINEL ISLAND DATA TABLE
Sum m ary of Kytoon S am ples (Kleslar, 1998) H ouse Boat Data Sentina! Island Data
Run# Location Lat. Long. Begin End Tem p RH P W S10 W S2 RH10 RH2 T10 T2 Tsurf
J D D H H ^ (PST) (PST) (C) (%) (mb) (m/s) (m/s) (%) (%) (C) (C) (C)
*141200 O verton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41 12:05:50 12:14:49 NA NA 943.2 1.5 1.4 27.4 27.6 32.1 33.2 32.6
141340 O verton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41 13:41:39 13:49:38 36.3 25.2 941.6 1.7 1.4 12.5 17.4 36.2 37.0 33.8
141634 O verton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41 16:38:06 16:45:05 38.2 12.6 939.5 2.6 2.0 5.0 8.5 39.8 40.3 32.3
141800 O verton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41 18:25:39 18:32:07 35.2 29.9 938.5 3.1 2.2 6.6 16.7 39.2 39.3 31.4
142100 O verton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41 21:08:30 21:13:59 30.6 55.5 939.0 5.8 4.7 9.6 15.3 37.2 37.5 30.7
150600 O verton Arm 36:20:30 114:23:41 6;05.T5 6.T2;43 27.9 30.6 942.8 2.2 2.2 45.8 46.4 26.2 27.1 28.5
151000 South O verton 36:14:29 114:24:04 10:06:54 10:15:22 29.7 51.1 943.5 0.8 0.7 11.5 39.8 30.5 30.7 32.3
151200 Virgin Basin 36:08:21 114:26:53 12:00:24 12:07:22 30.9 53.3 942.5 1.1 1.0 39.0 41.6 31.1 32.2 33.8
151235 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16 12:38:37 12:43:06 32.1 45.1 941.6 1.4 1.2 27.1 35.1 32.6 33.5 33.9
151500 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16 14:58:08 15:07:05 34.9 36.5 939.9 1.7 1.8 10.1 29.3 38.5 38.1 33.5
151800 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16 17:35:23 17:43:50 35.9 29.8 938.1 5.7 4.3 7.5 13.9 41.8 41.7 32.3
151920 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16 19:20:55 19:24:24 36.4 22.0 937.7 1.1 1.1 18.7 28.0 37.0 36.8 29.8
152100 Virgin Basin 36:08:08 114:27:16 20:58:42 21 :07:09 32.7 39.5 938.2 3.2 2.1 7.8 25.2 38.5 38.2 29.9
160046 Virgin Basin 36:08:39 114:26:40 0:52:24 0:57:23 30.7 42.9 938.4 4.7 3.5 10.1 15.9 36.2 36.5 30.3
160315 Virgin Basin 36:08:04 114:26:56 3:23:39 3:36:35 29.6 41.0 938.5 3.8 3.1 12.2 29.1 34.0 33.5 29.1
160715 Virgin Basin 36:08:10 114:27:41 7:13:43 7:22:40 30.1 42.7 940.7 2.9 2.2 28.2 40.5 29.2 29.7 29.4
160950 Virgin Basin 36:08:10 114:27:41 9:56:26 10:07:23 30.6 46.0 940.6 0.5 0.5 22.1 38.0 31.4 32.1 33.3
161130 T he Narrows 36:09:46 114:34:25 11:29:03 11:39:30 35.3 25.1 940.4 2.8 2.2 14.1 31.9 33.9 34.3 32.5
161920 Boulder Basin 36:03:51 114:43:53 19:25:02 19:39:27 34.7 31.4 936.8 3.9 2.7 16.5 29.6 37.3 37.2 30.2
162010 Boulder Basin 36:02:26 114:43:09 20:15:44 20:28:09 37.2 16.4 937.2 1.7 1.5 11.4 25.7 37.6 36.6 29.7
162100 Klnqman W ash 36:02:06 114:42:20 21:10:23 21:17:20 37.0 9.2 937.5 1.4 1.2 14.5 18.7 36.4 36.9 30.1
•DDHHMM is the  day a t  hour and minute interval, eg. 141200 is July 1 4 ,1997  a t 1200 hours 
'S in c e  boat pressure  not availab le for 1st run. P ressure  (P) is extrapolated from subsequently  observed 
*C is d eg ress  in centigrade, RH is relative humidity, P is p ressure
*WS10 and W S2 a re  wind s p eed s  a t 10 and  2 m eters, respectiveiy, T10 and T2 a re  tem peratu res at 10 
'Tsurf is w ater tem perature, RH10 and RH2 are  reiative humidity a t 10 and 2 m eters, respectiveiy
0.6 m b/hr therm al low developm ent rate, 
and  2 m eters, respectively
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APPENDIX B
KYTOON SAMPLE 141200 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon S am ple  on July 14, 1997 a t 1200 hours
Time Dt T a Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod W th e ta thetav
j P g T ) (mln) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (s&L._ j P a ^ (Pa) (%) (ka/mA3) (ka/m ''3) (q/kA), ( 9 (C)
120550 0.0 34.4 20.1 12.3 0.2 138 943.2 5 .0 1431.4 5431.3 26.4 0.01009 1.05239 9.6 39.5 41.4
120620 0.5 35.9 19.1 8.9 1.9 153 943.7 29.9 1141.2 5918.5 19.3 0.00800 1.05094 7.6 41.1 42.5
120650 1.0 36.1 18.9 8.3 2.1 155 940.5 60.6 1097.3 5984.0 18.3 0.00769 1.04715 7.3 41.6 43.0
120720 1.5 35.9 18.9 8.6 1.6 156 937.5 89.5 1114.5 5925.0 18.8 0.00781 1.04419 7.5 41.7 43.1
120750 2.0 35.8 18.9 8 .7 1.8 163 934.6 117.5 1120.6 5879.5 19.1 0.00786 1.04132 7.5 41.8 43.3
120819 2.5 35.6 18.9 8.8 1.3 152 931.9 143.7 1134.3 5808.5 19.5 0.00796 1.03886 7.7 41.9 43.3
120849 3.0 35.5 18.8 8.7 1.2 168 929.2 169.9 1124.4 5792.4 19.4 0.00789 1.03609 7.6 42.1 43.5
120919 3.5 35.3 18.7 8.5 1.4 146 926.1 200 .0 1110.0 5738.2 19.3 0.00780 1.03333 7.5 42.2 43.6
120949 4.0 35.2 18.3 7.6 1.5 137 922.9 231 .3 1044.8 5678.2 18.4 0.00734 1.03108 7.1 42.3 43.7
121019 4.5 35.0 18.1 7.3 1.6 132 920.0 259 .6 1023.6 5621.8 18.2 0.00720 1.02865 7.0 42.4 43.8
121049 5.0 35.5 18.2 7.2 1.5 131 917.2 287.1 1011.8 5786.0 17.5 0.00710 1.02389 6.9 43.2 44.6
121119 5.5 35.1 18.1 7 .4 1.2 134 914.1 317 .7 1029.2 5659.3 18.2 0.00724 1.02151 7.1 43.1 44.5
121149 6.0 34.6 18.2 8.0 1.0 144 910.9 349.3 1069.3 5519.7 19.4 0.00753 1.01893 7.4 43.0 44.4
121219 6.5 34.6 18.1 7.8 1.3 190 909.2 366.1 1054.8 5516.6 19.1 0.00743 1.01721 7.3 43.1 44.5
121249 7.0 34.5 18.0 7.9 1.7 260 906.4 393.9 1061.3 5470.7 19.4 0.00748 1.01446 7.4 43.2 44.7
121319 7.5 34.8 18.0 7.7 1.7 299 903.1 426 .7 1049.8 5559.7 18.9 0.00739 1.00990 7.3 43.9 45.3
121349 8.0 34.8 18.0 7 .6 1.3 292 900.4 453 .7 1039.8 5578.3 18.6 0.00732 1.00676 7.3 44.2 45.6
121449 9.0 33.9 17.6 7.4 1.3 222 896.6 491.8 1029.9 5302.5 19.4 0.00727 1.00554 7.2 43.7 45.1
KYTOON SAMPLE 141340 (Keislar, 1998)
Cytoon S am ple on July 1 4 ,1 9 9 7  a t  1340 hours
Tim e Dt T a Tw Td W S 



















134139 0.0 36.1 21.9 15.4 1.1 107 941.6 5.0 1746.2 5980.7 29.2 0.01224 1.04113 11.8 41.5 43.7
134209 0.5 37.2 20.6 12.0 1.8 151 940.1 19.5 1398.8 6363.0 22.0 0.00977 1.03955 9.4 42.8 44.6
134239 1.0 37.4 19.7 9.8 2.0 140 936.9 50.4 1206.8 6411.8 18.8 0.00842 1.03765 8.1 43.2 44.8
134309 1.5 37.6 19.6 9.3 2.1 145 933.9 79.6 1172.4 6496.2 18.0 0.00818 1.03387 7.9 43.7 45.3
134339 2.0 37.7 19.4 8.8 3.4 166 930.9 108.8 1128.9 6538.7 17.3 0.00787 1.03060 7.6 44.2 45.6
134409 2.5 37.8 19.4 8.6 3.6 166 927.9 138.2 1119.1 6570.8 17.0 0.00780 1.02705 7.6 44.5 46.0
134439 3.0 37.8 19.2 8.2 3.6 178 924.8 168.6 1084.0 6570.8 16.5 0.00755 1.02397 7.4 44.8 46.3
134509 3.5 37.8 19.0 7.7 4.2 177 922.1 195.2 1052.0 6553.0 16.1 0.00733 1.02146 7.2 45.1 46.4
134538 4.0 37.7 18.9 7.6 4.2 179 919.2 223.9 1039.8 6524.5 15.9 0.00725 1.01861 7.1 45.3 46.6
134608 4.5 37.4 18.8 7.5 4.0 180 916.5 250.6 1037.0 6425.8 16.1 0.00724 1.01653 7.1 45.2 46.6
134638 5.0 37.2 18.6 7.4 4.5 173 913.8 277.4 1027.8 6349.1 16.2 0.00718 1.01433 7.1 45.3 46.7
134708 5.5 36.9 18.7 7.7 4.6 184 911.2 303.3 1052.0 6266.3 16.8 0.00735 1.01192 7.3 45 .3 46.7
134738 6.0 36.9 18.5 7.4 4.9 181 908.6 329.2 1029.9 6235.5 16.5 0.00720 1.00954 7.1 45.5 46.9
134808 6.5 36.6 18.3 7.2 4.8 185 906.0 355.2 1018.0 6144.0 16.6 0.00712 1.00763 7.1 45.4 46.6
134838 7.0 36.3 18.2 7.3 4.5 182 903.5 380.2 1018.7 6040.3 16.9 0.00713 1.00582 7.1 45.4 46.8
134908 7.5 36.4 18.2 7.2 4.5 187 901.1 404.3 1012.5 6066.9 16.7 0.00709 1.00292 7.1 45.7 47.1
134938 8.0 36.2 18.2 7.3 6.1 188 899.6 419.3 1018.7 6013.7 16.9 0.00714 1.00168 7.1 45.7 47.1
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KYTOON SAMPLE 141634 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon S am ple on July 1 4 ,1 9 9 7  a t 1634 hours
Time Dt T a Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w the ta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) A fC) (deo) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) M (ko/nV'3) (ko/mA3) (o/kfl) (C) (C)
163806 0.0 38.6 19.3 7.9 2.1 174 939.5 5.0 1066.4 6839.9 15.6 0.00741 1.03818 7.1 44.2 45.5
163836 0.5 39.0 19.3 7.7 1.9 174 938.6 13.7 1053.4 6989.2 15.1 0.00731 1.03599 7.1 44.7 46.0
163906 1.0 39.5 19.4 7.7 1.7 166 935.4 45.0 1049.8 7195.4 14.6 0.00728 1.03067 7.1 45.5 46.9
163936 1.5 39.4 19.4 7.8 1.7 171 932.3 75.3 1057.7 7168.4 14.8 0.00733 1.02736 7.1 45.7 47.1
164006 2.0 39.3 19.4 7.7 1.8 149 929.0 107.7 1050.5 7129.9 14.7 0.00729 1.02409 7.1 46.0 47.4
164036 2.5 39.2 19.2 7.5 1.6 177 926.3 134.3 1037.0 7084.0 14.6 0.00719 1.02162 7.0 46.1 47.5
164106 3.0 39.0 19.2 7.6 1.4 152 923.5 162.0 1044.8 7008.1 14.9 0.00725 1.01907 7.1 46.2 47.6
164205 4.0 38.6 18.9 7.2 1.9 128 918.0 216.5 1018.0 6873.2 14.8 0.00708 1.01440 7.0 46.4 47.7
164235 4.5 38.4 18.9 7.4 0.8 153 914.9 247.3 1029.9 6773.6 15.2 0.00716 1.01168 7.1 46.4 47.8
164305 5.0 38.2 18.9 7.7 1.6 319 912.5 271.3 1047.0 6696.9 15.6 0.00729 1.00948 7.2 46.4 47.8
164335 5.5 38.0 18.7 7.4 1.7 76 909.7 299.3 1027.1 6649.8 15.4 0.00715 1.00699 7.1 46.6 48.0
164405 6.0 37.8 18.6 7.3 1.2 149 906.9 327.3 1024.3 6549.4 15.6 0.00714 1.00479 7.1 46.6 47.9
164435 6.5 37.9 18.6 7.2 0.3 309 905.8 338.4 1013.2 6606.6 15.3 0.00706 1.00317 7.0 46.8 48.2
164505 7.0 37.6 18.4 7.1 0.5 100 905.1 345.4 1006.3 6496.2 15.5 0.00702 1.00346 7.0 46.6 48.0
KYTOON SAMPLE 141800 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon S am ple on July 1 4 ,1 9 9 7  a t 1800 hours
Time Dt Ta Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w the ta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (deo) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) ^ k g /m ^ 3 )^ _ ( C ) (C)
182539 0.0 38.2 19.4 8.7 3.2 205 938.5 5.0 1125.1 6693.3 16.8 0.00783 1.03767 7.5 43.9 45.3
182609 0.5 39.2 19.5 8.2 3.5 203 936.1 28.4 1087.6 7065.0 15.4 0.00755 1.03208 7.3 45.1 46.5
182639 1.0 39.4 19.4 8.0 2.9 199 933.7 51.8 1073.0 7172.2 15.0 0.00744 1.02865 7.2 45.6 47.0
182708 1.5 39.4 19.4 7.9 2.1 197 931.1 77.3 1067.9 7172.2 14.9 0.00740 1.02581 7.2 45.9 47.3
182738 2.0 39.4 19.4 8.0 1.9 199 928.4 103.9 1069.3 7145.3 15.0 0.00741 1.02301 7.2 46.1 47.5
182808 2.5 39.2 19.3 8.1 1.3 223 926.1 126.6 1075.9 7084.0 15.2 0.00746 1.02090 7.3 46.1 47.6
182838 3.0 39.0 19.3 8.1 1.5 222 923.6 151.2 1078.8 7011.9 15.4 0.00749 1.01870 7.4 46.2 47.6
182908 3.5 38.9 19.2 7.9 1.1 245 920.8 179.0 1067.1 6955.4 15.3 0.00741 1.01619 7.3 46.3 47.7
182938 4.0 38.7 19.1 7.9 1.3 228 918.3 203.8 1065.0 6903.0 15.4 0.00740 1.01388 7.3 46.4 47.8
183008 4.5 38.5 18.9 7.6 1.5 234 915.9 227.7 1045.5 6825.1 15.3 0.00727 1.01209 7.2 46.4 47.8
183038 5.0 38.3 18.8 7.6 1.1 274 912.7 259.6 1040.6 6733.3 15.5 0.00724 1.00938 7.2 46.5 47.9
183108 5.5 38.1 18.7 7.4 1.7 275 910.3 283.5 1029.2 6678.8 15.4 0.00717 1.00731 7.1 46.6 48.0
183137 6.0 37.9 18.5 7.2 2.0 266 907.8 308.6 1011.8 6599.5 15.3 0.00705 1.00542 7.0 46.6 48.0
183207 6.5 37.8 18.4 7.0 2.0 280 907.3 313.6 998.0 6581.5 15.2 0.00695 1.00517 6.9 46.6 48.0
KYTOON SAMPLE 142100 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon Sam ple on July 14 ,1997  a t 2100 hours
Time Dt Ta Tw Td W S WD P Z 6 a s RH rbov rhod w theta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (deq) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ka/m^3) (ko/m^3) (o/ka) (C) (C)
210830 0.0 30.9 23.0 20.0 2.0 209 939.0 5.0 2342.7 4457.6 52.6 0.01670 1.04921 15.9 36.4 39.4
210900 0.5 35.1 19.9 12.3 3.0 188 936.9 25.1 1424.8 5646.8 25.2 0.01002 1.04292 9.6 40.9 42.7
210930 1.0 35.6 18.7 9.2 3.2 200 934.4 49.2 1160.6 5811.7 20.0 0.00815 1.04132 7.8 41.6 43.1
211000 1.5 35.7 18.7 9.2 3.8 187 932.0 72.4 1159.8 5840.6 19.9 0.00814 1.03832 7.8 41.9 43.5
211030 2.0 35.9 18.6 8.7 5.0 191 929.3 98.6 1124.4 5902.2 19.0 0.00788 1.03504 7.6 42.4 43.9
211100 2.5 36.3 18.3 7.6 6.0 182 926.9 122.0 1040.6 6056.9 17.2 0.00729 1.03171 7.1 43.1 44.5
211130 3.0 36.3 18.2 7.3 6.8 186 924.4 146.5 1019.4 6036.9 16.9 0.00714 1.02933 6.9 43.3 44.6
211200 3.5 36.4 17.9 6.4 7.5 187 922.0 170.0 962.3 6073.5 15.8 0.00674 1.02691 6.6 43.6 44.9
211230 4.0 36.4 17.8 6.2 7.3 188 919.1 198.5 949.8 6096.9 15.6 0.00665 1.02355 6.5 44.0 45.3
211259 4.5 36.5 17.8 6.2 7.6 177 916.6 223.2 945.9 6113.7 15.5 0.00662 1.02062 6.5 44.3 45.6
211329 5.0 36.5 17.8 6.1 7.6 179 914.2 247.0 943.3 6120.4 15.4 0.00660 1.01788 6.5 44.6 45.8
211359 5.5 36.2 17.7 6.2 7.9 188 911.9 269.8 947.8 6017.1 15.8 0.00664 1.01626 6.5 44.5 45.7
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KYTOON SAMPLE 150600 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon Sam ple on July 1 5 ,1 9 9 7  a t  0600 hours
Time Dt Ta Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w theta thetav
jP S T ) (mini (C) (C) (C) (m /sl (deal (mb) (m) (Pa) __ ( P a ) (%) (ka/m ''3) fkc/m ''3) (O/ka) (C) (C)
60515 0.0 27.0 17.1 11.2 2.9 23 942.8 5.0 1332.0 3567.9 37.3 0.00962 1.07880 8.9 32.1 33.8
60545 0.5 26.8 17.0 11.2 2 .9 29 941.4 18.0 1326.7 3530.4 37.6 0.00958 1.07789 8.9 32.1 33.7
60615 1.0 27.0 16.4 9.8 2.8 25 940.3 28.3 1206.8 3570.0 33.8 0.00871 1.07732 8.1 32.4 33.9
60644 1.5 27.1 15.6 7.8 2.8 28 939.1 39.5 1057.0 3593.2 29.4 0.00763 1.07727 7.1 32.6 33.9
60714 2.0 27.0 15.1 6.7 2.9 29 937.7 52.6 977.7 3565.9 27.4 0.00706 1.07703 6.6 32.6 33.8
60744 2.5 27.0 15.0 6.3 3.1 36 936.4 64.8 953.1 3574.2 26.7 0.00688 1.07567 6.4 32.7 33.9
60814 3.0 27.0 14.7 5.6 3.1 35 934.7 80.8 906.1 3563.8 25.4 0.00654 1.07442 6.1 32.8 34.0
60844 3.5 27.0 14.4 4 .8 3.2 26 932.7 99.6 858.9 3565.9 24.1 0.00620 1.07261 5.8 33.0 34.1
60914 4.0 26.8 14.3 4.7 2.7 40 930.4 121.3 854.7 3526.2 24.2 0.00617 1.07067 5.8 33.1 34.1
60944 4.5 27.0 14.2 4.5 2.9 6 928.7 137.3 839.3 3570.0 23.5 0.00606 1.06812 5.7 33.4 34.5
61014 5.0 26.9 14.5 5.3 2.5 3 926.2 161.0 887.5 3553.3 25.0 0.00641 1.06495 6.0 33.6 34.7
61044 5.5 27.1 14.2 4.4 2.3 360 924.2 180.0 834.6 3595.3 23.2 0.00602 1.06253 5.7 34.0 35.0
61114 6.0 27.6 13.7 2.4 2.7 12 922.2 199.0 724.7 3700.1 19.6 0.00522 1.05975 4.9 34.7 35.6
61144 6.5 27.9 13.7 2.1 3.2 4 920.2 218.1 711.4 3763.4 18.9 0.00512 1.05657 4.8 35.2 36.1
61213 7.0 28.1 13.8 2.2 3.7 2 918.2 237.3 713.4 3798.7 18.8 0.00513 1.05368 4.9 35.5 36.4
61243 7.5 28.2 13.9 2.2 4.1 7 916.5 253.6 717.5 3816.5 18.8 0.00516 1.05138 4.9 35.8 36.7
KYTOON SAMPLE 151000 (Keislar, 1998)
Cytoon S am ple on July 1 5 ,1997  a t 1000
Tim e Dt T a  Tw Td 

























100654 0.0 30.1 20.7 16.3 2.0 19 943.5 5.0 1850.9 4267.6 43.4 0.01323 1.06269 12.4 35.2 37.5
100724 0.5 31.4 19.6 13.3 3.2 12 942.7 12.5 1526.3 4607.6 33.1 0.01086 1.06081 10.2 36.6 38.5
100754 1.0 32.4 17.3 7.2 3.3 10 941.3 25.8 1013.9 4865.5 20.8 0.00719 1.06172 6.8 37.7 39.0
100824 1.5 32.9 16.8 5.4 2.8 13 939.7 41.0 894.9 5013.1 17.9 0.00634 1.05942 6.0 38.4 39.6
100854 2.0 33.2 16.8 5.1 2.5 17 938.1 56.3 880.1 5089.9 17.3 0.00623 1.05683 5.9 38.8 40.0
100923 2.5 33.3 16.9 5.2 2.3 28 935.9 77.3 883.8 5127.2 17.2 0.00625 1.05384 5.9 39.2 40.3
100953 3.0 33.7 16.9 5.1 2.1 39 933.2 103.3 879.5 5234.7 16.8 0.00621 1.04955 5.9 39.8 40.9
101023 3.5 33.7 17.1 5.5 1.9 42 930.8 126.4 905.5 5249.3 17.3 0.00639 1.04636 6.1 40.1 41.3
101053 4.0 34.2 17.3 5.8 1.8 66 928.2 151.5 924.5 5395.1 17.1 0.00652 1.04153 6.3 40.9 42.0
101123 4.5 34.4 17.3 5.6 1.7 64 925.6 176.7 911.8 5443.4 16.8 0.00642 1.03819 6.2 41.3 42.5
101153 5.0 33.9 17.2 5.9 1.3 44 922.7 205.0 929.7 5299.5 17.5 0.00656 1.03632 6.3 41.1 42.3
101253 6.0 34.9 16.9 3.9 1.8 192 917.8 252.9 809.2 5603.1 14.4 0.00569 1.02877 5.5 42.6 43.6
101322 6.5 34.8 16.9 4.0 0.3 200 915.6 274.5 813.8 5575.2 14.6 0.00573 1.02653 5.6 42.7 43.8
101352 7.0 35.4 16.8 3.4 1.7 143 912.9 301.1 779.6 5741.4 13.6 0.00548 1.02211 5.4 43.5 44.5
101522 8.5 34.5 16.5 3.4 1.6 202 908.4 345.7 778.5 5470.7 14.2 0.00548 1.01992 5.4 43.1 44.1
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KYTOON SAMPLE 151200 (Keislar, 1998)
Cytoon Sam ple on July 15 a t 1200 hours
Tim e Dt T a Tw Td 

























120024 0.0 31.1 22.7 19.2 2.4 51 942.5 5.0 2220.8 4511.4 49.2 0.01582 1.05388 15.0 36.3 39.1
120054 0.5 32.2 21.5 16.5 3.3 50 942.1 8.8 1875.8 4810.7 39.0 0.01331 1.05346 12.6 37.4 39.8
120124 1.0 34.3 17.6 6.4 2.9 52 941.3 16.4 963.6 5407.1 17.8 0.00679 1.05576 6.4 39.6 40.9
120154 1.5 34.6 17.2 5.1 2.8 60 940.8 21.2 877.0 5513.5 15.9 0.00617 1.05497 5.9 40.0 41.2
120223 2.0 35.2 17.3 4.6 2.7 69 939.7 31.7 847.0 5700.2 14.9 0.00595 1.05202 5.7 40.8 41.8
120253 2.5 35.6 17.4 4.4 2.4 87 938.5 43.3 838.7 5814.9 14.4 0.00589 1.04953 5.6 41.2 42.3
120323 3.0 36.1 17.6 4.8 2.5 68 937.1 56.8 861.3 5977.5 14.4 0.00604 1.04600 5.8 41.9 43.0
120353 3.5 36.8 17.9 5.0 2.4 71 935.7 70.3 870.3 6204.9 14.0 0.00609 1.04203 5.8 42.7 43.8
120423 4.0 36.9 17.8 4.7 2.0 84 933.7 89.7 854.1 6242.4 13.7 0.00597 1.03960 5.7 43.0 44.1
120453 4.5 36.9 17.8 4.8 1.5 87 931.4 112.1 857.7 6256.0 13.7 0.00599 1.03684 5.8 43.3 44.4
120523 5.0 37.0 17.9 4.8 1.6 89 929.2 133.5 859.5 6269.7 13.7 0.00601 1.03421 5.8 43.5 44.7
120553 5.5 36.9 17.8 4.9 1.6 79 926.9 156.0 864.3 6238.9 13.9 0.00604 1.03187 5.9 43.7 44.8
120623 6.0 36.8 17.8 5.0 1.4 83 924.5 179.5 872.8 6204.9 14.1 0.00610 1.02941 5.9 43.8 44.9
120652 6.5 36.7 17.9 5.3 1.3 75 922.2 202.1 891.2 6174.4 14.4 0.00623 1.02692 6.1 43.9 45.1
120722 7.0 36.6 17.9 5.6 1.1 55 919.6 227.7 909.3 6154.1 14.8 0.00636 1.02399 6.2 44.1 45.3
KYTOON SAMPLE 151235 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon S am ple on July 1 5 ,1 9 9 7  a t 1235 hours
Time Dt T a Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w theta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (dea) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ka/mA3) (ka/m ''3) (Q/kq) (Ç L - (C)
123837 0.0 32.8 21.6 16.6 1.8 65 941.6 5.0 1885.4 4973.8 37.9 0.01335 1.05081 12.7 38.1 40.5
123907 0.5 33.2 21.6 16.3 2.6 61 941.3 7.9 1855.6 5089.9 36.5 0.01313 1.04940 12.5 38.5 40.9
123937 1.0 35.6 17.8 6.1 2.5 66 940.3 17.4 940.0 5818.1 16.2 0.00660 1.05045 6.3 41.1 42.3
124007 1.5 36.8 17.8 4.9 2.6 74 939.4 26.1 867.9 6208.3 14.0 0.00607 1.04625 5.8 42.4 43.5
124037 2.0 37.3 18.0 4.9 2.4 93 938.5 34.8 866.1 6404.8 13.5 0.00604 1.04334 5.8 43.0 44.1
124107 2.5 37.7 18.2 5.1 2.4 88 937.0 49.3 875.2 6545.9 13.4 0.00610 1.04021 5.9 43.6 44.7
124137 3.0 37.8 18.5 5.9 2.2 82 935.5 63.9 929.0 6578.0 14.1 0.00647 1.03763 6.2 43.8 45.0
124206 3.5 37.8 18.6 6.3 2.0 78 933.4 84.3 953.1 6578.0 14.5 0.00664 1.03501 6.4 44.0 45.3
124236 4.0 37.7 18.6 6.6 1.8 74 931.0 107.8 973.0 6535.2 14.9 0.00678 1.03249 6.6 44.1 45.4
124306 4.5 37.6 18.6 6.6 1.6 76 928.7 130.3 977.0 6492.6 15.0 0.00681 1.03027 6.6 44.2 45.5
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KYTOON SAMPLE 151500 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon S am ple on July 1 5 ,1 9 9 7  a t 1500 hours
T im e
(P S T )
Dt T a  
(m ln) (C)
T w  T d
(C) (C)
















t h e ta
(C )
th e ta v
1 4 5 8 0 8 0 .0 3 8 .5 19.7 9.1 2 .7 61 9 3 9 .9 5 .0 1 1 5 7 .5 6 8 2 8 .8 1 7 .0 0 .0 0 8 0 5 1 .0 3 7 6 7 7 .8 44.1 4 5 .6
1 4 5 8 3 8 0 .5 3 8 .4 19.8 9 .3 2 .6 5 9 9 3 9 .6 7 .9 11 7 3 .2 6 7 9 5 .6 1 7 .3 0 .0 0 8 1 6 1 .0 3 7 4 6 7 .9 4 4 .0 4 5 .6
1 4 5 9 0 8 1.0 3 9 .0 19.6 8 .4 2 .3 61 9 3 9 .2 1 1 .8 1 1 0 4 .0 7008 .1 15.8 0 .0 0 7 6 6 1 .0 3 5 8 9 7 .4 4 4 .7 46.1
1 4 5 9 3 8 1.5 3 9 .5 19.5 7 .7 2 .0 6 0 9 3 8 .6 1 7 .6 1 0 5 3 .4 7 1 8 7 .7 14.7 0 .0 0 7 3 0 1 .0 3 4 2 3 7.1 4 5 .2 4 6 .6
1 5 0 0 0 8 2 .0 3 9 .6 19.5 7 .7 1.7 5 6 9 3 8 .3 2 0 .6 10 5 3 .4 7 2 3 0 .2 14.6 0 .0 0 7 3 0 1 .0 3 3 5 3 7.1 4 5 .3 4 6 .7
15 0 0 3 7 2 .5 3 9 .7 19.6 7 .8 1.6 54 9 3 7 .4 2 9 .3 10 5 9 .2 7 2 6 5 .3 14.6 0 .0 0 7 3 4 1 .0 3 2 1 7 7.1 4 5 .5 4 6 .9
15 0 1 0 7 3 .0 39 .7 19.6 7 .9 1 .3 55 9 3 6 .4 39.1 10 6 4 .2 7 2 5 7 .5 14.7 0 .0 0 7 3 7 1 .0 3 1 0 7 7 .2 4 5 .6 4 7 .0
15 0 1 3 7 3 .5 3 9 .7 19.7 8 .0 1 .0 48 935.1 5 1 .8 10 7 4 .4 7 2 8 8 .7 14.7 0 .0 0 7 4 4 1 .0 2 9 2 4 7 .2 4 5 .8 4 7 .2
15 0 2 0 7 4 .0 3 9 .8 19.6 8 .0 0 .7 6 3 9 3 2 .6 7 6 .3 10 7 4 .4 7 2 9 6 .5 1 4 .7 0 .0 0 7 4 4 1 .0 2 6 3 9 7 .2 46.1 4 7 .5
15 0 2 3 7 4 .5 39 .8 19.6 7 .9 1.2 2 9 7 930.1 100 .9 10 6 2 .8 7 3 0 8 .3 14.5 0 .0 0 7 3 6 1 .0 2 3 6 4 7 .2 4 6 .3 4 7 .7
15 0 3 0 7 5 .0 3 9 .7 19.5 7 .8 1.2 201 9 2 7 .7 124 .6 1 0 5 9 .9 7 2 5 7 .5 1 4 .6 0 .0 0 7 3 4 1 .0 2 1 4 2 7 .2 4 6 .4 4 7 .8
15 0 3 3 7 5 .5 39 .5 1 9 .4 7 .7 2 .3 81 9 2 5 .2 149 .2 1 0 5 1 .3 7 2 1 4 .7 1 4 .6 0 .0 0 7 2 8 1 .0 1 9 1 0 7.1 4 6 .6 4 8 .0
15 0 4 0 6 6 .0 3 9 .4 19.2 7 .3 1 .9 13 922.1 179 .9 1 0 2 5 .0 7 1 7 2 .2 1 4 .3 0.00711 1 .0 1 6 2 9 7 .0 4 6 .8 48.1
150 4 3 6 6 .5 3 9 .4 19.2 7 .2 2 .3 31 2 9 1 9 .3 2 0 7 .7 1 0 1 8 .0 7149.1 14.2 0 .0 0 7 0 6 1 .0 1 3 4 4 7 .0 4 7 .0 4 8 .3
150 5 0 6 7 .0 3 9 .2 19.1 7 .2 2 .0 3 1 5 9 1 6 .8 2 3 2 .6 1 0 1 6 .7 7 0 8 4 .0 1 4 .4 0 .0 0 7 0 5 1 .0 1 1 2 2 7 .0 47.1 4 8 .4
150 5 3 6 7 .5 3 9 .0 19.0 7 .2 2 .2 3 0 9 914.1 2 5 9 .6 1 0 1 1 .8 7 0 1 5 .7 1 4 .4 0 .0 0 7 0 2 1 .0 0 8 8 5 7 .0 47.1 4 8 .5
150 6 0 6 8 .0 3 8 .9 1 8 .9 7.1 2 .3 3 0 3 9 1 1 .0 2 9 0 .6 1 0 1 0 .4 6959 .1 1 4 .5 0 .0 0 7 0 2 1 .0 0 5 8 8 7 .0 4 7 .3 4 8 .7
150 6 3 6 8 .5 3 8 .8 18.8 7.1 2 .4 301 9 0 8 .5 3 1 5 .7 1 0 0 8 .3 6 9 1 7 .9 14 .6 0 .0 0 7 0 0 1 .0 0 3 4 7 7 .0 4 7 .4 4 8 .8
150 7 0 5 9 .0 3 8 .7 1 8 .7 6 .8 2 .6 2 9 9 9 0 5 .4 3 4 6 .9 9 9 0 .5 6 8 9 1 .8 1 4 .4 0 .0 0 6 8 8 1 .0 0 0 4 3 6 .9 4 7 .7 4 9 .0
KYTOON SAMPLE 151800 (Keislar, 1998)
K ytoon S a m p le  o n  Ju ly  1 5 ,1 9 9 7  a t  180 0  h o u rs
T im e Dt T a Tw T d W S W D P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w th e ta th e ta v
(P S T ) (m in) (C) (C) (C) (m /s) (d e a )  (m b) (m ) (P a )  (P a) (% ) (k a/m ''3 ) (k a /m ''3 )  (d /ka) (0 ) (C)
17 3 5 2 3 0 .0 3 8 .7 2 0 .2 1 0 .6 2 .3 5 3 938.1 5 .0 1279.1 6 8 8 0 .7 18 .6 0 .0 0 8 8 9 1 .0 3 3 8 6 8 .6 4 4 .4 46.1
17 3 5 5 3 0.5 39.1 2 0 .3 10.5 2 .4 58 9 3 7 .5 1 0 .8 12 7 2 .3 7 0 3 0 .8 18.1 0 .0 0 8 8 3 1 .0 3 1 9 4 8 .6 4 4 .9 4 6 .5
17 3 6 2 3 1.0 3 9 .3 2 0 .3 1 0 .3 2 .2 6 3 9 3 6 .8 17.7 12 4 8 .7 7 1 1 4 .6 17 .6 0 .0 0 8 6 6 1 .0 3 0 7 0 8 .4 4 5 .2 4 6 .8
17 3 6 5 2 1.5 4 0 .4 2 0 .0 8 .8 2 .7 7 6 9 3 6 .0 25 .5 11 2 8 .9 7 5 6 2 .8 14.9 0 .0 0 7 8 0 1 .0 2 7 3 9 7 .6 4 6 .4 4 7 .9
17 3 7 2 2 2 .0 4 0 .7 19.9 8 .4 2 .4 7 8 9 3 4 .9 3 6 .3 10 9 8 .8 7 6 8 0 .7 14 .3 0 .0 0 7 5 9 1 .0 2 5 5 6 7 .4 4 6 .8 4 8 .3
173752 2 .5 4 0 .8 2 0 .0 8 .4 2 .2 8 3 9 3 3 .6 49.1 11 0 3 .2 7 7 0 9 .3 14.3 0 .00761 1 .0 2 3 8 4 7 .4 4 7 .0 4 8 .5
173822 3 .0 4 0 .8 2 0 .0 8 .6 1 .7 82 9 3 2 .4 60 .9 11 1 5 .3 7 7 0 5 .2 14.5 0 .0 0 7 7 0 1 .02 2 4 0 7.5 47.1 4 8 .6
173852 3.5 4 0 .6 2 0 .0 8 .6 1 .8 82 9 3 1 .0 7 4 .7 1 1 1 6 .8 7652.1 14.6 0 .00771 1 .02 1 2 5 7 .6 47.1 48 .6
173922 4 .0 4 0 .6 2 0 .0 8 .6 1.9 65 9 2 8 .3 1 01 .3 11 1 8 .3 7 6 3 9 .8 14.6 0 .0 0 7 7 2 1 .0 1 8 3 4 7 .6 4 7 .4 4 8 .8
173951 4 .5 4 0 .5 1 9 .9 8 .7 1.2 7 3 9 2 5 .4 1 30 .0 1125 .9 7 5 7 9 .0 14.9 0 .0 0 7 7 8 1 .01 5 5 2 7 .7 4 7 .5 4 9 .0
174021 5 .0 4 0 .2 1 9 .9 9 .0 0 .2 352 9 2 2 .7 1 56 .8 1 1 4 7 .4 7 4 7 8 .4 15 .3 0 .0 0 7 9 3 1 .0 1 3 0 9 7 .8 47 .5 4 9 .0
174051 5.5 4 0 .0 19.7 8 .5 1 .6 139 9 1 9 .9 1 84 .7 11 0 7 .0 7 4 0 6 .8 1 4 .9 0 .0 0 7 6 6 1.01101 7 .6 4 7 .6 49.1
174121 6 .0 3 9 .6 19.6 8 .6 0 .5 148 9 1 6 .8 2 1 5 .6 1114 .5 7 2 4 5 .8 1 5 .4 0 .0 0 7 7 2 1 .0 0 8 7 9 7 .7 4 7 .5 4 9 .0
174151 6.5 3 9 .6 19.4 8 .2 1 .4 110 9 1 5 .0 2 3 3 .6 1083 .2 7 2 5 3 .6 1 4 .9 0 .0 0 7 5 0 1 .0 0 7 0 7 7 .5 4 7 .7 49.1
174221 7 .0 3 9 .5 19.4 8 .3 1 .6 169 911.1 2 7 2 .7 10 9 6 .5 7 1 9 9 .2 15.2 0 .0 0 7 6 0 1 .0 0 3 0 3 7 .6 4 7 .9 4 9 .4
17 4 2 5 0 7 .4 3 9 .3 1 9 .3 8 .4 1.4 184 9 0 8 .8 2 9 5 .8 1 0 9 8 .8 7 1 2 9 .9 15.4 0 .0 0 7 6 2 1 .0 0 1 0 2 7 .6 4 8 .0 4 9 .5
17 4 3 2 0 7 .9 39.1 19.2 8.1 2 .4 135 9 0 5 .9 3 2 5 .0 1 0 7 6 .6 7 0 5 3 .6 15 .3 0 .0 0 7 4 7 0 .9 9 8 6 7 7 .5 48.1 49 .5
17 4 3 5 0 8 .4 3 9 .6 1 9 .6 8 .9 1.4 170 9 0 4 .6 338.1 1138.1 72 3 0 .2 15.7 0 .0 0 7 8 9 0 .9 9 5 0 7 7 .9 4 8 .7 5 0 .2
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KYTOON SAMPLE 151920 (Keislar, 1998)
T July 15 ,1997  a t 1920 hours
Time Dt T a Tw Td W S W D P Z 8 e s RH rhov rhod w the ta thetav
^ P S T ] (mini (C) R (Q  frrVs) (deal (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ka/rrV^) (ka/rrV^) (o/kq) (C) R
192055 0.0 38.4 21.2 13.1 1.0 161 937.7 5 .0 1502.5 6791.9 22.1 0.01045 1.03165 10.1 44.2 46.2
192125 0.5 37.6 21.3 13.8 1.6 182 937.4 7 .9 1574.7 6510.3 24.2 0.01098 1.03309 10.6 43.4 45.5
192155 1.0 38.9 20.7 11.7 0.8 166 936.7 14.7 1372.3 6981.7 19.7 0.00953 1.03030 9.2 44.8 46.6
192224 1.5 38.8 20.7 11.8 1.1 201 935.6 25.4 1381.3 6936.6 19.9 0.00959 1.02937 9.3 44.8 46.6
192254 2.0 39.3 20.5 11.0 1.5 208 934.5 36.2 1310.9 7103.1 18.5 0.00909 1.02748 8.8 45.4 47.1
192324 2.5 39.6 20.4 10.5 2.6 199 933.7 44.0 1272.3 7230.2 17.6 0.00882 1.02593 8.6 46.8 47.5
192354 3.0 39.5 20.3 10.3 1.9 205 932.4 56.8 1248.7 7214.7 17.3 0.00865 1.02488 8.4 45.9 47.5
192424 3.5 39.4 20.4 10.6 4.1 253 931.3 67.6 1275.6 7149.1 17.8 0.00884 1.02391 8.6 45.8 47.5
KYTOON SAMPLE 152100 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon Sam ple on July 15 ,1997  a t 2100 hours
Time Dt Ta Tw Td W S WD P 2 e es RH rhov rhod W the ta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (deg) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ka/m/^3) (g/kg) (C) (C)
205842 0.0 34.4 21.0 14.9 4.2 174 938.2 5.0 1692.0 5449.5 31.0 0.01192 1.04359 11.4 40.1 42.3
205912 0.5 35.0 20.8 14.1 4.7 172 937.8 8.8 1609.9 5631.2 26.6 0.01132 1.04207 10.9 40.7 42.8
205942 1.0 36.5 19.6 10.8 4.4 174 936.8 18.5 1293.6 6120.4 21.1 0.00905 1.03942 8.7 42.3 44.0
210012 1.5 37.7 19.7 10.2 3.6 174 936.0 26.2 1239.5 6524.5 19.0 0.00864 1.03522 8.3 43.6 45.2
210041 2.0 37.4 19.7 10.2 3,3 183 935.6 30.1 1242.9 6425.8 19.3 0.00867 1.03566 8.4 43.4 45.0
210111 2.5 37.7 19.7 10.2 2.4 186 934.7 38.9 1245.4 6538.7 19.0 0.00868 1.03356 8.4 43.8 45.4
210141 3.0 38.1 19.9 10.4 1.6 188 934.0 45.7 1261.3 6667.9 18.9 0.00878 1.03140 8.5 44.2 45.9
210211 3.5 38.9 19.9 9.9 1.6 214 933.2 53.5 1214.9 6951.6 17.5 0.00844 1.02848 8.2 45.1 46.7
210241 4.0 38.9 20.0 10.0 1.3 222 931.9 66.2 1225.5 6985.5 17.5 0.00851 1.02662 8.3 45.3 46.9
210311 4.5 39.1 20.0 9.9 1.4 247 930.8 77.0 1217.3 7061.2 17.2 0.00845 1.02482 8.2 45.6 47.2
210341 5.0 39.2 20.0 9.8 1.4 294 929.5 89.8 1212.5 7091.7 17.1 0.00841 1.02317 8.2 45.8 47.4
210410 5.5 39.2 20.0 9.8 1.3 272 928.4 100.6 1214.1 7080.2 17.1 0.00842 1.02202 8.2 45.9 47.5
210440 6.0 39.2 19.9 9.8 1.6 262 927.3 111.4 1206.8 7076.4 17.1 0.00837 1.02091 8.2 46.0 47.6
210510 6.5 39.2 19.9 9.7 1.9 299 926.2 122.3 1200.3 7091.7 16.9 0.00833 1.01962 8.2 46.1 47.7
210540 7.0 39.0 19.9 9.7 2.1 264 925.0 134.1 1204.4 7019.4 17.2 0.00836 1.01886 8.2 46.1 47.7
210610 7.5 39.1 19.8 9.5 3.0 292 923.7 147.0 1185.1 7061.2 16.8 0.00822 1.01726 8.1 46.3 47.9
210640 8.0 39.2 19.7 9.1 2.9 284 923.5 149.0 1152.8 7091.7 16.3 0.00800 1.01714 7.9 46.4 47.9
210709 8.5 39.2 19.7 9.1 2.8 283 923.2 151.9 1155.2 7091.7 16.3 0.00801 1.01678 7.9 46.4 48.0
KYTOON SAMPLE 160046 (Keislar, 1998)
ytoon S am pie on Juiy 1 6 ,1 9 9 7  a t 0046 hours
Tim e Dt T a Tw Td W S 























5224 0.0 31.5 20.5 15.5 2.7 151 938.4 5.0 1759.7 4633.9 38.0 0.01251 1.05285 11.9 37.1 39.4
5254 0.5 32.0 20.3 14.9 2 .9 150 938.2 6.9 1689.8 4753.8 35.5 0.01200 1.05186 11.4 37.6 39.8
5324 1.0 32.4 19.8 13.6 3.2 165 937.5 13.6 1558.4 4860.0 32.1 0.01105 1.05122 10.5 38.1 40.1
5354 1.5 32.8 19.5 12.9 3.1 174 936.5 23.1 1483.0 4982.2 29.8 0.01050 1.04943 10.0 38.6 40.5
5423 2.0 33.3 19.3 12.2 3.2 178 935.3 34.6 1416.4 5109.9 27.7 0.01002 1.04728 9.6 39.2 41.0
5453 2.5 33.6 19.1 11.5 3.4 183 934.7 40.4 1356.9 5199.6 26.1 0.00959 1.04622 9.2 39.6 41.3
5523 3.0 34.4 18.6 9.8 3.7 215 933.9 48.1 1207.6 5458.6 22.1 0.00851 1.04404 8.1 40.5 42.1
5553 3.5 34.6 18.4 9.2 4.7 203 932.7 59.6 1159.1 5498.2 21.1 0.00816 1.04279 7.8 40.8 42.3
5623 4.0 34.6 18.2 8.7 4.9 201 931.8 68.3 1127.4 5510.5 20.5 0.00794 1.04200 7.6 40.9 42.4
5653 4.5 35.1 18.0 8.0 6.4 206 930.5 80.9 1069.3 5649.9 18.9 0.00752 1.03966 7.2 41.5 42.9
5723 5.0 34.7 18.0 8.2 6.5 225 929.0 95.4 1084.0 5550.4 19.5 0.00763 1.03888 7.3 41.3 42.7
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KYTOON SAMPLE 160315 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon Sam ple on July 1 6 ,1 9 9 7  a t 0315
Time Dt Ta Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w theta thetav
_ £ S T ] (min) A A ( C L , (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ka/m ''3) (ka/nV^) (o/ka) A (C)
32339 0.0 29.7 20.4 16.2 4.5 205 940.6 5.0 1845.0 4163.3 44.3 0.01320 1.06097 12.4 35.0 37.3
32408 0.5 29.8 20.3 15.9 4.8 213 881.0 7.8 1808.8 4184.9 43.2 0.01294 0.99249 13.0 40.9 43.4
32438 1.0 30.9 18.7 12.2 5 .3 204 880.4 13.5 1423.9 4460.2 31.9 0.01015 0.99259 10.2 42.1 44.1
32508 1.5 31.0 18.4 11.6 5.3 206 879.7 20.2 1361.4 4488.3 30.3 0.00970 0.99214 9.8 42.3 44.2
32538 2.0 31.3 17.9 10.4 5.5 214 879.4 23.0 1258.7 4578.8 27.5 0.00896 0.99183 9.0 42.7 44.5
32608 2.5 31.6 17.7 9.6 6.1 215 878.9 27.8 1197.1 4649.7 25.7 0.00851 0.99109 8.6 43.1 44.7
32638 3.0 31.6 17.5 9.1 6.8 216 878.8 28.7 1156.7 4660.3 24.8 0.00822 0.99130 8.3 43.1 44.7
32708 3.5 32.0 17.2 8.2 7.0 216 878.3 33.5 1087.6 4764.6 22.8 0.00772 0.99025 7.8 43.6 45.1
32737 4.0 32.0 17.1 8.1 7.1 215 878.2 34.4 1075.9 4745.7 22.7 0.00764 0.99050 7.7 43.5 45.0
32807 4.5 32.0 17.1 7.9 7.1 216 877.9 37.3 1065.7 4745.7 22.5 0.00757 0.99028 7.6 43.5 45.0
32837 5.0 32.2 16.9 7.2 7.5 215 877.9 37.3 1016.7 4813.4 21.1 0.00721 0.99002 7.3 43.8 45.2
32907 5.5 33.7 16.7 5.4 7.2 216 877.0 45.9 894.3 5249.3 17.0 0.00631 0.98542 6.4 45.5 46.7
32937 6.0 34.1 16.9 5.6 7 .3 217 876.4 51.7 908.7 5341.1 17.0 0.00641 0.98359 6.5 45.9 47.1
33007 6.5 34.1 16,9 5.7 7.7 219 876.6 49.8 915.6 5356.1 17.1 0.00646 0.98357 6.6 45.9 47.2
33037 7.0 34.5 17.1 5.8 7.4 220 876.2 53.6 919.4 5482.9 16.8 0.00648 0.98174 6.6 46.4 47.7
33106 7.4 34.9 17.3 6.1 7.4 221 875.1 64.3 940.0 5609.3 16.8 0.00661 0.97895 6.8 46.9 48.2
33136 7.9 34.9 17.4 6.2 7.3 221 874.7 68.1 949.1 5603.1 16.9 0.00668 0.97846 6.8 46.9 48.3
33206 8.4 34.9 17.4 6.2 7.1 223 874.2 73.0 948.5 5609.3 16.9 0.00667 0.97784 6.8 47.0 48.3
33236 8.9 35.0 17.4 6.3 7.3 223 874.1 73.9 953.7 5628.0 16.9 0.00671 0.97748 6.9 47.1 48.4
33306 9.4 34.9 17.4 6.3 7.8 224 874.3 72.0 953.7 5612.4 17.0 0.00671 0.97786 6 .9 47.0 48.3
33336 9.9 34.9 17.4 6.3 7.6 224 873.7 77.8 953.7 5600.0 17.0 0.00671 0.97731 6.9 47.0 48.4
33406 10.4 35.0 17.4 6.4 7.7 226 873.2 82.6 959.0 5615.6 17.1 0.00674 0.97653 6.9 47.1 48.5
33435 10.9 34.9 17.4 6.5 7.5 226 872.6 88.5 965.0 5587.6 17.3 0.00679 0.97606 7.0 47.1 48.5
33505 11.4 34.8 17.4 6.4 7.8 226 872.2 92.3 963.0 5578.3 17.3 0.00678 0.97573 6.9 47.1 48.5
33535 11.9 34.9 17.5 6.5 7 ,9 225 872.2 92.3 969.6 5596.9 17.3 0.00682 0.97546 7.0 47.2 48.5
33605 12.4 34.8 17.4 6.5 8.8 221 869.9 114.7 967.0 5572.1 17.4 0.00680 0.97315 7.0 47.3 48.7
33635 12.9 34.5 17.4 6.8 8.4 254 869.0 123.4 988.5 5461.6 18.1 0.00696 0.97302 7.2 47.1 48.5
KYTOON SAMPLE 160715 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon S am ple on July 1 6 ,1 9 9 7  a t 0715 hours
Time Dt T a Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w theta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (dea) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ko/m''3) (ka/nV'3) (O/ka) A (C)
71343 0.0 30.8 19.6 14.1 3.7 32 940.4 5.0 1605.7 4442.4 36.1 0.01145 1.05949 10.8 36.2 38.2
71413 0.5 30.7 19.4 13.8 3.6 46 897.6 8.8 1572.7 4427.1 35.5 0.01121 1.01102 11.1 40.3 42.4
71443 1.0 30.3 19.9 14.8 4.0 58 897.0 14.5 1680.1 4326.8 38.8 0.01200 1.01044 11.9 39.9 42.2
71512 1.5 31.1 19.1 12.8 4 .4 46 896.3 21.1 1474.3 4516.6 32.6 0.01050 1.00950 10.4 40.8 42.7
71542 2.0 31.1 18.7 12.1 4.2 42 895.3 30.6 1408.0 4516.6 31.2 0.01003 1.00911 9.9 40.9 42.8
71612 2.5 31.6 18.3 10.9 3.5 36 893.5 47.7 1299.7 4649.7 28.0 0.00924 1.00661 9.2 41.6 43.3
71642 3.0 32.0 17.6 9.0 3.7 46 891.3 68.7 1147.4 4756.5 24.1 0.00815 1.00451 8.1 42.2 43.8
71712 3.5 32.0 17.4 8.4 3 .3 35 889.0 90.7 1104.0 4756.5 23.2 0.00784 1.00238 7.8 42.4 43.9
71742 4.0 32.3 17.2 7.9 1.3 29 886.2 117.6 1062.1 4832.5 22.0 0.00753 0.99875 7.5 43.0 44.5
71812 4.5 32.6 17.0 7.1 2.1 107 883.6 142.6 1010.4 4929.1 20.5 0.00716 0.99523 7.2 43.6 45.0
71841 5.0 32.7 17.0 7.0 1.6 110 881.4 163.9 1003.5 4962.5 20.2 0.00711 0.99241 7.2 44.0 45.4
71911 5.5 32.8 16.9 6.8 1.6 138 878.2 194.9 986.4 4971.0 19.8 0.00699 0.98887 7.1 44.3 45.7
71941 6.0 32.7 16.8 6.6 2.1 163 875.8 218.3 972.3 4943.0 19.7 0.00689 0.98662 7.0 44.5 45.8
72011 6.5 32.9 16.6 5.9 2.8 158 873.0 245.6 930.3 5004.7 18.6 0.00659 0.98320 6.7 45.0 46.3
72041 7.0 32.8 16.5 5.9 2.7 165 870.3 272.0 926.5 4985.0 18.6 0.00656 0.98039 6.7 45.2 46.5
72111 7.5 32.7 16.5 5.8 2 .3 163 868.0 294.6 922.6 4943.0 18.7 0.00654 0.97830 6.7 45.3 46.6
72141 8.0 32.6 16.4 5.8 1.9 161 866.0 314.3 922.6 4909.6 18.8 0.00654 0.97640 6.7 45.4 46.7
72210 8.5 32.6 16.4 5.9 1.1 156 864.2 332.0 929.0 4929.1 18.8 0.00658 0.97405 6.8 45.7 47.0
72240 9.0 32.8 16.5 5.9 0.6 147 863.6 337.9 930.3 4985.0 18.7 0.00659 0.97272 6.8 45.9 47.2
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KYTOON SAMPLE 160950 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon Sam ple on July 1 6 ,1 9 9 7  a t 0950 hours
Time Dt Ta Tw Td W S WD P 2 e e s RH rhov rhod w theta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (dea) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ka/m''3) (ka/mA3) (Q /kQ ) (SL (C)
95626 0.0 31.5 21.9 17.8 4.2 46 940.6 5.0 2034.2 4612.8 44.1 0.01447 1.05257 13.7 36.8 39.4
95656 0.5 33.9 19.2 11.1 4.5 45 939.9 11.7 1317.0 5281.7 24.9 0.00930 1.05169 8.8 39.3 41.0
95726 1.0 34.3 18.1 8.3 3.8 42 939.1 19.3 1094.3 5410.1 20.2 0.00771 1.05183 7.3 39.9 41.3
95756 1.5 34.4 18.3 8.6 3.3 41 938.4 26.0 1116.8 5437.3 20.5 0.00787 1.05048 7.5 40.0 41.4
95826 2.0 34.6 18.3 8.4 3.2 38 937.8 31.8 1104.0 5519.7 20.0 0.00777 1.04902 7.4 40.3 41.8
95856 2.5 34.8 18.1 7.8 2.4 41 936.6 43.3 1058.4 5578.3 19.0 0.00745 1.04753 7.1 40.7 42.0
95925 3.0 35.4 18.0 7.1 1.3 59 934.9 59.7 1006.3 5763.7 17.5 0.00707 1.04420 6.8 41.4 42.7
95955 3.5 35.9 18.1 7.0 0.4 65 933.5 73.2 998.0 5925.0 16.8 0.00700 1.04102 6.7 42.1 43.4
100025 4.0 36.3 18.2 6.8 1.3 264 930.9 98.5 987.8 6053.6 16.3 0.00692 1.03690 6.7 42.7 44.0
100055 4.5 35.8 18.1 7.0 0.7 292 928.2 124.7 1003.5 5895.7 17.0 0.00704 1.03529 6.8 42.5 43.8
100125 5.0 36.1 18.0 6.6 1.9 18 925.7 149.1 971.0 5987.3 16.2 0.00680 1.03190 6.6 43.0 44.3
100155 5.5 35.5 17.8 6.7 1.3 302 922.6 179.5 981.0 5789.2 16.9 0.00689 1.03033 6.7 42.7 44.0
100224 6.0 35.2 17.8 7.0 0.7 265 919.8 206.9 998.0 5693.9 17.5 0.00701 1.02798 6.8 42.7 44.0
100254 6.5 35.1 17.6 6.7 1.8 340 916.7 237.3 978.3 5656.2 17.3 0.00688 1.02510 6.7 42.8 44.1
100324 7.0 35.1 17.6 6.7 1.3 67 913.7 266.9 982.4 5656.2 17.4 0.00691 1.02166 6.8 43.1 44.4
100354 7.5 35.6 17.6 6.2 1.4 219 911.0 293.6 944.6 5818.1 16.2 0.00663 1.01735 6.5 43.9 45.2
100424 8.0 35.1 17.6 6.5 0.9 269 908.3 320.4 970.3 5668.8 17.1 0.00682 1.01556 6.7 43.7 45.0
100454 8.5 35.7 17.6 6.2 2.0 149 905.1 352.2 944.6 5847.1 16.2 0.00663 1.01040 6.6 44.6 45.9
100524 9.0 36.4 17.7 5.8 3.2 198 903.3 370.3 924.5 6076.9 15.2 0.00647 1.00631 6.4 45.5 46.8
100623 10.0 35.7 17.6 6.4 4.4 222 898.3 420.5 963.0 5850.3 16.5 0.00676 1.00249 6.7 45.3 46.6
100723 11.0 35.6 17.9 7.2 5.6 223 896.6 437.6 1013.9 5834.2 17.4 0.00711 1.00016 7.1 45.4 46.8
KYTOON SAMPLE 161130 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon Sam ple on July 1 6 ,1997  a t 1130 hours
Time Dt T a Tw Td W S WD P Z e es RH rhov rhod w theta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ka/mA3) (ka/m ''3) fo/ka) (C) (C)
112903 0.0 33.5 23.1 18.9 1.1 192 940.4 5.0 2178.2 5182.1 42.0 0.01539 1.04359 14.7 38.9 41.8
112933 0.5 33.8 23.2 18.9 0.9 175 940.1 7.9 2185.1 5267.0 41.5 0.01542 1.04218 14.8 39.3 42.1
113002 1.0 34.9 20.9 14.2 1.2 158 939.1 17.4 1622.4 5600.0 29.0 0.01141 1.04369 10.9 40.5 42.6
113032 1.5 35.6 20.1 11.9 1.2 177 938.2 26.1 1395.1 5821.3 24.0 0.00979 1.04288 9.4 41.3 43.1
113102 2.0 37.2 19.4 9.2 1.9 192 937.3 34.8 1159.1 6352.5 18.2 0.00809 1.03917 7.8 43.0 44.5
113132 2.5 37.5 19.3 8.8 1.4 183 936.4 43.5 1130.5 6453.8 17.5 0.00789 1.03752 7.6 43.4 44.8
113202 3.0 37.0 19.4 9.5 1.1 124 934.6 61.0 1189.9 6269.7 19.0 0.00831 1.03660 8.0 43.0 44.6
113232 3.5 37.0 19.4 9.5 2.0 148 932.4 82.4 1188.3 6297.2 18.9 0.00830 1.03388 8.0 43.3 44.9
113302 4.0 37.3 19.0 8.4 3.1 71 928.7 118.5 1104.0 6376.9 17.3 0.00771 1.02991 7.5 43.9 45.3
113331 4.5 38.6 19.3 8.0 2.4 86 925.6 148.9 1070.8 6851.0 15.6 0.00744 1.02245 7.3 45.6 47.0
113401 5.0 38.1 19.2 8.3 1.8 83 922.3 181.4 1090.6 6682.4 16.3 0.00759 1.02005 7.4 45.4 46.9
113431 5.5 37.9 19.1 8.3 0.9 42 919.0 214.1 1097.3 6585.1 16.7 0.00765 1.01716 7.5 45.5 46.9
113501 6.0 37.7 19.0 8.3 1.6 56 915.8 245.8 1095.8 6517.4 16.8 0.00764 1.01421 7.5 45.6 47.0
113531 6.5 37.6 18.9 8.1 1.4 59 911.7 286.6 1081.0 6489.1 16.7 0.00754 1.01004 7.5 45.9 47.4
113601 7.0 37.5 18.8 7.9 1.8 29 909.1 312.6 1065.7 6475.0 16.5 0.00743 1.00743 7.4 46.1 47.6
113700 8.0 37.3 18.6 7.7 1.4 350 902.4 379.8 1053.4 6387.3 16.5 0.00735 1.00086 7.3 46.5 48.0
113730 8.5 37.1 18.6 7.9 1.6 133 899.3 411.0 1062.1 6321.4 16.8 0.00742 0.99789 7.4 46.7 48.1
113800 9.0 37.0 18.6 8.0 1.0 68 896.4 440.3 1074.4 6273.2 17.1 0.00751 0.99495 7.5 46.8 48.3
113830 9.5 36.6 18.2 7.3 2.2 39 892.9 475.8 1019.4 6140.6 16.6 0.00713 0.99288 7.2 46.8 48.2
113900 10.0 36.2 18.1 7.4 1.3 1 889.5 510.3 1029.9 6003.8 17.2 0.00722 0.99025 7.3 46.7 48.1
113930 10.5 36.2 18.0 7.1 0.1 335 888.7 518.5 1008.3 6020.4 16.7 0.00706 0.98943 7.1 46.8 48.2
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KYTOON SAMPLE 161920 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon Sam ple on July 1 6 ,1 9 9 7  a t 1920 tiours
Time Dt Ta Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w theta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) (C) (m/s) (deo) (mb) (m) (Pa) (Pa) (%) (ko/mA3) (ko/m''3) (o/ko) (C) (C)
192502 0.0 34.6 22.0 16.7 1.3 186 936.8 5.0 1901.0 5507.4 34.5 0.01338 1.03893 12.9 40.4 42.9
192532 0.5 36.3 21.6 15.3 2.2 220 936.2 10.8 1732.8 6043.6 28.7 0.01213 1.03450 11.7 42.2 44.4
192601 1.0 36.9 21.3 14.2 2.6 240 935.7 15.6 1616.1 6252.6 25.8 0.01129 1.03318 10.9 42.9 45.0
192631 1.5 38.0 20.7 12.3 4.8 248 935.0 22.4 1427.6 6653.4 21.5 0.00994 1.03073 9.6 44.1 45.9
192701 2.0 38.3 20.5 11.8 5.6 241 934.2 30.2 1380.4 6758.9 20.4 0.00960 1.02940 9.3 44.5 46.3
192731 2.5 38.4 20.4 11.6 5.1 237 933.4 38.0 1362.3 6780.9 20.1 0.00948 1.02851 9.2 44.6 46.4
192801 3.0 38.5 20.4 11.3 5.4 249 932.5 46.8 1338.2 6828.8 19.6 0.00930 1.02734 9.1 44.8 46.6
192830 3.5 38.3 20.4 11.5 6.2 250 931.8 53.7 1355.1 6762.6 20.0 0.00943 1.02696 9.2 44.7 46.5
192900 4.0 38.8 20.1 10.5 6.0 255 931.3 58.6 1268.0 6925.4 18.3 0.00881 1.02593 8.6 45.2 46.9
192930 4.5 39.1 19.8 9.7 6.5 239 930.0 71.3 1202.7 7042.2 17.1 0.00835 1.02419 8.1 45.6 47.2
193000 5.0 39.4 19.8 9.4 6.5 256 929.2 79.2 1181.1 7153.0 16.5 0.00819 1.02259 8.0 46.0 47.6
193030 5.5 39.6 19.7 9.1 6.4 249 928.3 88.1 1156.7 7245.8 16.0 0.00801 1.02107 7.8 46.4 47.9
193100 6.0 39.5 19.7 9.2 6.5 250 927.8 93.0 1165.3 7195.4 16.2 0.00808 1.02084 7.9 46.3 47.8
193129 6.5 39.6 19.8 9.3 6.7 250 926.8 102.8 1170.8 7218.6 16.2 0.00811 1.01947 8.0 46.4 48.0
193159 7.0 39.7 19.7 9.0 6.8 256 926.3 107.8 1149.7 7288.7 15.8 0.00796 1.01856 7.8 46.7 48.2
193229 7.5 39.9 19.7 8.8 7.0 248 925.5 115.7 1133.5 7343.6 15.4 0.00785 1.01740 7.7 46.9 48.4
193259 8.0 39.6 19.7 9.1 6.7 239 924.2 128.6 1156.7 7230.2 16.0 0.00801 1.01664 7.9 46.7 48.3
193329 8.5 39.0 19.6 9.4 7.4 264 923.4 136.5 1178.7 7011.9 16.8 0.00818 1.01735 8.0 46.2 47.8
193359 9.0 38.6 19.7 10.0 7.4 259 923.1 139.4 1223.1 6843.6 17.9 0.00850 1.01799 8.4 45.8 47.4
193428 9.4 39.0 19.7 9.5 6.8 244 921.7 153.3 1187.5 7019.4 16.9 0.00824 1.01529 8.1 46.4 48.0
193458 9.9 39.0 19.6 9.5 6.7 253 920.5 165.2 1185.9 7000.6 16.9 0.00823 1.01413 8.1 46.5 48.0
193528 10.4 39.0 19.6 9.5 6.6 253 919.4 176.1 1183.5 6996.8 16.9 0.00822 1.01297 8.1 46.6 48.1
193558 10.9 38.7 19.6 9.7 6.7 260 918.9 181.1 1199.5 6899.3 17.4 0.00833 1.01307 8.2 46.3 48.0
193628 11.4 38.7 19.5 9.4 7.1 256 918.6 184.1 1181.1 6899.3 17.1 0.00821 1.01294 8.1 46.4 48.0
193657 11.9 38.6 19.6 9.6 6.9 256 917.5 195.0 1194.7 6843.6 17.5 0.00830 1.01205 8.2 46.3 47.9
193727 12.4 38.7 19.5 9.4 7.1 259 916.8 201.9 1178.7 6876.9 17.1 0.00819 1.01115 8.1 46.5 48.1
193757 12.9 38.5 19.5 9.4 6.8 244 916.2 207.9 1180.3 6821.4 17.3 0.00821 1.01095 8.1 46.4 48.0
193827 13.4 38.5 19.5 9.5 6.6 247 915.4 215.9 1189.1 6821.4 17.4 0.00827 1.00996 8.2 46.5 48.1
193857 13.9 38.6 19.5 9.5 5.8 253 914.8 221.9 1184.3 6847.3 17.3 0.00823 1.00912 8.2 46.6 48.2
193927 14.4 38.3 19.5 9.6 6.1 252 914.5 224.9 1197.9 6729.7 17.8 0.00834 1.00967 8.3 46.3 47.9
KYTOON SAMPLE 162010 (Keislar, 1998)
(y to o n  S a m p le  on  Ju ly  1 6 ,1 9 9 7  a t 2 0 1 0  hours
T im e Dt T a  Tw Td W S 



















th e ta v
(C)
2 0 1 5 4 4 0.0 3 8 .7 19.1 8 .0 4 .2 110 9 37 .2 5 .0 1073 .0 68 9 1 .8 15.6 0 .00746 1.03508 7.2 44.5 4 5 .9
2 0 1 6 1 4 0.5 39.1 19.2 8.0 3.6 122 9 3 6 .0 16.7 1073 .7 70 3 0 .8 15.3 0 .00745 1.03251 7.2 4 5 .0 46 .4
2 0 1 6 4 3 1.0 39.5 19.3 7 .9 3.7 121 9 3 4 .9 2 7 .4 1067.9 71 8 7 .7 14.9 0 .0 0 7 4 0 1.02999 7.2 45.5 4 6 .9
2 0 1 7 1 3 1.5 3 9 .9 19.5 8.2 3.1 138 934.1 3 5 .3 1087.6 73 6 7 .2 14.8 0 .0 0 7 5 3 1.02737 7.3 46.1 4 7 .5
2 0 1 7 4 3 2 .0 39.3 19.3 8.1 3 .4 120 9 33 .0 46.1 1081.7 71 3 3 .8 15.2 0 .0 0 7 5 0 1.02818 7.3 4 5 .6 4 7 .0
2 0 1 8 1 3 2.5 39.5 19.3 8 .0 3 .0 110 9 31 .8 5 7 .8 1073.7 7203.1 14.9 0.00744 1.02634 7.3 4 5 .9 4 7 .3
2 0 1 8 4 3 3 .0 39.6 19.4 8 .4 2 .6 148 9 30 .4 7 1 .6 1104.7 72 2 2 .5 15.3 0 .00766 1.02427 7.5 46.1 4 7 .5
2 0 1 9 1 2 3.5 3 9 .6 19.4 8 .4 2 .7 146 9 28 .8 8 7 .3 1101 .8 72 4 1 .9 15.2 0 .00763 1.02236 7.5 4 6 .3 4 7 .7
2 0 1 9 4 2 4 .0 39.5 19.4 8 .4 2 .4 113 9 27 .3 102.1 1098.0 71 9 1 .5 15.3 0.00761 1.02116 7.5 4 6 .3 4 7 .8
2 0 2 0 1 2 4.5 39.4 19.4 8 .4 1.7 146 9 25 .7 117.9 1104 .7 7176.1 15.4 0 .00766 1.01943 7.5 46.4 4 7 .9
202 0 4 2 5 .0 39.3 19.4 8 .6 1.1 203 924.1 133.7 1114.5 7126.1 15.6 0 .0 0 7 7 3 1.01796 7.6 4 6 .4 4 7 .9
2 0 2 1 1 2 5.5 39.1 19.4 8 .7 1.0 144 9 22 .7 147.6 1122.8 7046 .0 15.9 0 .0 0 7 7 9 1.01699 7.7 4 6 .4 4 7 .9
202141 6 .0 39.3 19.3 8 .4 2 .3 197 9 21 .3 161.5 1101.8 7106 .9 15.5 0 .0 0 7 6 4 1.01514 7.5 4 6 .7 48.1
202211 6.5 39.3 19.2 8 .3 2 .8 197 920.1 173.4 1092.8 7114 .6 15.4 0 .0 0 7 5 8 1.01384 7.5 4 6 .8 4 8 .3
202241 7 .0 39.1 19.2 8 .3 2 .2 196 9 18 .4 190.3 1095.8 70 5 3 .6 15.5 0 .0 0 7 6 0 1.01243 7.5 4 6 .8 4 8 .3
202311 7.5 38.9 19.1 8 .3 2.1 196 9 17 .7 197.2 1092.1 69 7 7 .9 15.7 0 .00758 1.01234 7.5 4 6 .7 48.1
202341 8 .0 38.9 19.1 8 .3 2 .4 199 915 .5 219.1 1097.3 6962 .9 15.8 0 .00762 1.00995 7.5 4 6 .9 4 8 .3
2 0 2 4 4 0 8 .9 38.7 18.9 7 .9 3 .0 194 9 12 .8 246.1 1067.1 6876 .9 15.5 0.00742 1.00802 7.4 4 6 .9 4 8 .3
20 2 5 1 0 9 .4 38.6 18.9 8 .0 3 .7 200 911 .9 255.1 1073.7 6839 .9 15.7 0 .0 0 7 4 6 1.00726 7.4 4 6 .9 4 8 .3
20 2 5 4 0 9 .9 38.6 18.8 8 .0 3.5 208 910 .9 265.1 1070.8 6851 .0 15.6 0.00744 1.00608 7.4 4 7 .0 48.5
20 2 6 1 0 10.4 38.5 18.8 8 .0 4 .0 198 909 .5 279.1 1068.6 6814 .0 15.7 0.00743 1.00486 7.4 47 .0 4 8 .5
20 2 6 4 0 10.9 3 8 .4 18.7 7 .9 4.1 219 908 .0 294 .2 1066.4 67 6 9 .9 15.8 0 .00742 1.00360 7.4 47.1 4 8 .5
20 2 7 0 9 11.4 38 .4 18.7 7 .8 4 .6 191 9 0 6 .8 306 .2 1057.0 6773 .6 15.6 0 .00735 1.00233 7.3 47.2 4 8 .6
20 2 7 3 9 11.9 38.2 18.6 7 .8 4 .0 212 906 .4 310 .2 1058.4 6711 .4 15.8 0.00737 1.00241 7.3 47.1 4 8 .5
20 2 8 0 9 12.4 38.2 18.7 7 .9 4 .9 213 905 .5 319 .3 1067.9 6696 .9 15.9 0 .0 0 7 4 3 1.00143 7.4 47.1 4 8 .6
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KYTOON SAMPLE 162100 (Keislar, 1998)
Kytoon Sam ple on July 1 6 ,1 9 9 7  a t 2100 hours
Time Dt Ta Tw Td W S WD P Z e e s RH rhov rhod w the ta thetav
(PST) (min) (C) (C) F ) (m/s) J d e q ) (mb) (m) ( P a ) _ L . J a M . _ ( C ) (C)
211023 0.0 36.6 18.2 7.1 2.2 153 937.5 5.0 1004.9 6133.9 16.4 0.00703 1.04331 6.7 42.3 43.6
211053 0.5 37.7 18.6 7.2 1.7 162 936.5 14.7 1016.7 6521.0 15.6 0.00709 1.03830 6.8 43.6 44.9
211122 1.0 38.1 18.8 7.5 2.6 188 935.5 24.4 1032.8 6689.6 15.4 0.00719 1.03543 6.9 44.1 45.5
211152 1.5 38.2 18.9 7.7 1.5 158 934.5 34.2 1049.1 6700.5 15.7 0.00730 1.03403 7.1 44.3 45.6
211222 2.0 38.1 18.9 7.7 1.6 173 933.2 46.8 1052.7 6678.8 15.8 0.00733 1.03273 7.1 44.3 45.7
211252 2.5 37.9 18.8 7.8 1.5 168 932.2 56.6 1059.9 6595.9 16.1 0.00738 1.03230 7.2 44.2 45.6
211322 3.0 37.8 18.8 7.8 2.8 132 931.0 68.3 1057.7 6567.2 16.1 0.00737 1.03124 7.1 44.2 45.6
211352 3.5 37.8 18.8 7.9 2.4 125 930.0 78.1 1063.5 6578.0 16.2 0.00741 1.02996 7.2 44.4 45.7
211421 4.0 37.9 18.8 7.7 1.7 181 929.1 86.9 1052.7 6595.9 16.0 0.00733 1.02890 7.1 44.5 45.9
211451 4.5 37.8 18.8 7.9 2.7 142 928.2 95.7 1062.1 6560.1 16.2 0.00740 1.02812 7.2 44.5 45.9
211521 5.0 38.3 19.0 8.1 4.2 133 927.6 101.6 1077.3 6740.6 16.0 0.00750 1.02563 7.3 45.0 46.5
211551 5.5 38.8 19.2 8.3 4 .3 132 926.4 113.4 1095.0 6921.7 15.8 0.00761 1.02248 7.4 45.7 47.1
211621 6.0 38.7 19.4 8.8 4.2 157 925.5 122.3 1130.5 6888.1 16.4 0.00786 1.02137 7.7 45.7 47.2
211650 6.4 38.6 19.5 9.1 5.5 145 924.9 128.2 1152.0 6847.3 16.8 0.00801 1.02082 7.8 45.6 47.1
211720 6.9 38.1 19.6 9.7 4.9 174 924.2 135.1 1201.9 6682.4 18.0 0.00837 1.02096 8.2 45.2 46.8
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APPENDIX C
DESERT ROCK, NV RADIOSONDE TABLES
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Summary of Desert Rock, NV radiosonde data for July 13, 1997 at GMT
GMT P Z T RH WD WS theta
vmmddhfi mb m Cx10 % dea m/s K°
97071311 900 1007 206 26 330 4 302.7
97071311 896 1047 240 23 336 5 306.6
97071311 892 1090 253 22 343 5 308.4
97071311 889 1114 256 22 347 5 309
97071311 850 1508 238 22 24 6 311.1
97071311 800 2032 195 23 35 2 311.9
97071311 761 2464 166 27 72 1 313.3
97071311 750 2582 156 28 85 1 313.5
97071311 700 3162 106 32 102 3 314.2
97071311 650 3768 52 43 118 6 314.8
97071311 606 4343 0 53 127 5 315.2
97071311 600 4420 -6 51 141 5 315.4
97071311 586 4613 -21 45 182 5 315.8
97071311 584 4639 -18 24 186 5 316.5
97071311 580 4694 -5 12 195 5 318.6
97071311 575 4753 -2 14 205 6 319.8
97071311 556 5034 -20 30 233 7 320.7
97071311 550 5113 -22 27 236 7 321.5
97071311 536 5322 -30 20 243 7 322.9
97071311 500 5864 -60 23 247 9 325.7
97071311 450 6668 -123 27 254 7 327.8
97071311 400 7567 -193 31 278 7 329.9
97071311 350 8536 -268 27 260 8 332.6
97071311 322 9134 -315 25 238 10 334.1
97071311 300 9636 -362 25 239 8 334.3
97071311 250 10873 -462 27 255 6 337.4
97071311 200 12316 -584 29 280 7 340.3
97071311 186 12761 -622 30 288 7 341.3
97071311 179 12997 -637 30 274 6 342.6
97071311 175 13142 -639 30 260 7 344.5
97071311 172 13262 -640 30 252 8 346
97071311 165 13494 -655 30 259 10 347.6
97071311 150 14081 -652 30 298 9 357.8
97071311 146 14246 -644 30 301 9 361.9
97071311 141 14450 -645 30 305 8 365.4
97071311 138 14582 -631 30 309 7 370.1
97071311 136 14690 -627 30 308 6 372.4
97071311 132 14845 -635 30 307 5 374.1
97071311 125 15189 -629 29 276 4 381.1
97071311 125 15199 -629 29 276 4 381.1
97071311 114 15757 -658 29 253 3 385.9
97071311 107 16129 -659 29 261 3 392.7
97071311 104 16337 -650 29 266 2 397.7
97071311 100 16558 -655 29 269 2 401.2
97071311 97 16730 -662 29 241 2 403.3
97071311 93 16972 -650 29 231 2 410.6
97071311 90 17220 -630 29 237 2 418.4
97071311 85 17521 -643 29 224 3 422.7
97071311 80 17923 -632 29 173 1 432.3
97071311 74 18402 -617 28 100 3 445.3
97071311 70 18745 -627 28 78 5 450.2
97071311 25 25209 -559 25 100 15 623.9
97071311 9999 25999 -999 999 97 18 0
97071311 20 26636 -529 25 91 17 674.3
97071311 16 28048 -489 23 77 12 731.7
97071311 15 28515 -484 23 77 13 747
97071311 12 29823 -470 21 87 17 801.2
97071311 11 30683 -477 21 999 999 818.9
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Summary of Desert Rock, NV radiosonde data for Juiy 13,1997 at GMT
GMT P Z T RH WD WS tfieta
vmmddhh mb m CxIO % dec m/s K°
97071323 850 1510 288 15 194 3 316.3
97071323 800 2042 237 18 236 3 316.4
97071323 760 2487 193 20 237 2 316.3
97071323 750 2598 182 21 221 2 316.3
97071323 700 3183 126 27 186 3 316.4
97071323 686 3349 111 28 190 3 316.6
97071323 650 3797 68 35 173 3 316.7
97071323 636 3973 50 38 190 4 316.6
97071323 613 4283 37 19 217 5 318.4
97071323 600 4450 29 18 221 6 319.5
97071323 596 4504 27 18 222 6 319.9
97071323 568 4896 0 18 224 6 321.1
97071323 555 5081 -16 18 225 6 321.4
97071323 550 5147 -18 17 224 6 321.9
97071323 529 5450 -27 15 224 7 324.5
97071323 500 5900 -62 16 228 7 325.5
97071323 469 6394 -93 17 229 9 327.6
97071323 450 6711 -120 17 223 9 328.1
97071323 400 7603 -196 19 222 7 329.5
97071323 350 8562 -272 19 197 3 332.1
97071323 300 9669 -359 20 174 5 334.8
97071323 281 10126 -387 21 167 6 337.1
97071323 250 10912 -454 22 164 3 338.6
97071323 230 11459 -502 23 168 5 339.4
97071323 212 11977 -541 24 182 5 341.4
97071323 200 12359 -574 25 184 3 341.9
97071323 179 13041 -624 26 195 3 344.7
97071323 176 13142 -626 26 200 3 346
97071323 175 13191 -622 26 202 3 347.3
97071323 172 13298 -617 26 207 3 349.8
97071323 164 13599 -629 26 218 6 352.6
97071323 160 13744 -632 26 222 6 354.6
97071323 158 13837 -626 26 224 7 356.9
97071323 150 14141 -634 26 238 5 360.9
97071323 145 14361 -639 26 241 5 363.5
97071323 137 14688 -632 26 237 4 370.7
97071323 125 15255 -659 26 239 3 375.6
97071323 121 15453 -668 26 246 3 377.5
97071323 110 16054 -645 26 300 3 392.3
97071323 105 16293 -650 26 322 2 396.6
97071323 102 16481 -645 25 302 1 400.8
97071323 100 16614 -634 25 236 1 405.2
97071323 98 16738 -627 25 174 1 408.9
97071323 92 17133 -640 25 145 3 413.8
97071323 86 17546 -639 25 151 4 422.1
97071323 83 17741 -645 25 147 4 425.2
97071323 82 17868 -629 25 142 3 429.9
97071323 80 17982 -622 25 137 3 434.4
97071323 78 18107 -614 25 129 3 439.2
97071323 57 20049 -584 24 82 7 487.3
97071323 50 20917 -584 24 84 10 505.9
97071323 46 21496 -584 23 94 11 518.1
97071323 40 22326 -561 23 99 11 545
97071323 37 22769 -547 23 94 11 560.8
97071323 30 24167 -531 22 86 13 599.9
97071323 25 25355 -509 21 79 13 638.3
97071323 20 26809 -481 20 92 16 688.9
97071323 17 27921 -471 20 105 15 724.9
97071323 15 28719 -435 19 92 13 763.3
97071323 14 29039 -420 19 86 13 783.6
97071323 9999 31128 -999 999 95 17 0
97071323 10 31469 -406 17 999 999 868
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97071411 882 1191 275 21 176 5 311.6
97071411 850 1513 263 21 224 6 313.7
97071411 834 1679 256 21 219 5 314.7
97071411 800 2043 223 22 183 2 314.9
97071411 750 2594 176 25 137 2 315.7
97071411 700 3182 125 29 130 7 316.3
97071411 665 3613 86 25 149 9 316.6
97071411 650 3797 80 21 160 9 318
97071411 637 3965 73 16 166 10 319.1
97071411 600 4451 32 19 175 9 319.8
97071411 596 4506 29 19 179 8 320.1
97071411 583 4683 30 18 193 7 322.2
97071411 551 5133 1 18 206 7 324
97071411 550 5153 -1 18 205 7 324
97071411 500 5906 -67 20 212 8 324.9
97071411 450 6706 -135 22 226 8 326.3
97071411 400 7600 -212 24 221 9 327.4
97071411 375 8067 -245 24 223 10 329.2
97071411 360 8371 -253 23 223 10 332
97071411 350 8572 -272 24 225 11 332.1
97071411 333 8921 -302 26 237 10 332.7
97071411 300 9660 -375 45 253 9 332.5
97071411 282 10081 -414 69 266 9 332.8
97071411 275 10266 -430 69 269 8 332.9
97071411 262 10574 -444 47 254 6 335.5
97071411 250 10891 -467 42 226 5 336.6
97071411 200 12337 -567 39 199 7 343
97071411 175 13170 -627 38 214 8 346.4
97071411 173 13245 632 38 217 9 346.8
97071411 150 14115 -650 37 233 8 358.1
97071411 138 14645 -645 37 235 8 367.6
97071411 128 15105 -660 37 239 7 372.9
97071411 125 15225 -659 37 239 7 375.6
97071411 112 15876 -650 37 219 4 389.3
97071411 100 16580 -669 37 220 3 398.5
97071411 95 16883 -670 37 260 3 404.2
97071411 91 17177 -653 37 290 3 412.5
97071411 86 17479 -658 37 317 3 418.3
97071411 80 17918 -650 37 19 2 428.6
97071411 80 17933 -650 37 22 2 428.6
97071411 77 18151 -637 37 62 3 436.1
97071411 50 20821 -616 37 104 9 498.3
97071411 40 22217 -597 36 76 14 535.9
97071411 30 24017 -572 36 90 14 588.7
97071411 25 25185 -546 35 110 11 627.7
97071411 20 26615 -515 34 79 12 678.5
97071411 9999 28080 999 999 87 17 0
97071411 15 28482 -514 31 87 17 737.1
97071411 15 28702 -514 30 88 17 737.1
97071411 13 29413 -506 29 999 999 770.6
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Summary of Desert Rock, NV radiosonde data for July 14, 1997 at GMT
GMT P Z T RH WD WS theta
vmmddtiti mb m CxIO % deq m/s K°
97071423 837 1658 297 1 249 4 318,7
97071423 800 2055 257 1 195 3 318.5
97071423 750 2613 203 1 180 4 318.6
97071423 742 2707 193 1 181 4 318.5
97071423 700 3201 146 4 161 5 318.7
97071423 650 3817 90 8 146 6 319.1
97071423 631 4062 68 10 166 7 319.4
97071423 627 4117 64 4 171 8 319.5
97071423 618 4233 70 1 180 8 321.5
97071423 600 4474 53 1 195 8 322.3
97071423 550 5179 2 1 203 6 324.3
97071423 549 5198 1 1 203 6 324.4
97071423 500 5933 -60 1 183 7 325.7
97071423 459 6595 -118 2 189 6 326.5
97071423 450 6745 -130 2 191 7 326.9
97071423 422 7231 -170 3 198 9 327.8
97071423 400 7630 -197 5 198 8 329.4
97071423 350 8599 -270 8 215 10 332.4
97071423 326 9112 -308 10 208 11 333.9
97071423 304 9608 -351 22 217 12 334.6
97071423 300 9698 -357 31 219 12 335.1
97071423 293 9867 -364 48 221 12 336.3
97071423 250 10942 -449 50 229 9 339.3
97071423 221 11748 -514 47 243 9 341.5
97071423 218 11846 -527 47 245 9 340.8
97071423 200 12392 -576 45 256 12 341,5
97071423 193 12620 -586 45 261 11 343.4
97071423 185 12881 -612 44 262 10 343.4
97071423 179 13099 -612 44 256 9 346.7
97071423 175 13226 -599 44 248 9 351.1
97071423 174 13247 -597 44 247 9 352
97071423 166 13571 -599 43 242 7 356.4
97071423 157 13887 -615 42 250 6 359.4
97071423 150 14185 -619 41 253 8 363.4
97071423 132 14961 -645 40 243 8 372.3
97071423 125 15302 -645 40 242 7 378.2
97071423 124 15366 -645 40 242 7 379.1
97071423 121 15516 -653 39 241 7 380.3
97071423 107 16272 -650 39 243 4 394.4
97071423 100 16661 -657 39 228 4 400.8
97071423 93 17127 -665 39 225 3 407.6
97071423 90 17333 -660 39 226 4 412.5
97071423 84 17699 -627 39 229 3 427.4
97071423 80 18021 -632 39 245 3 432.3
97071423 76 18368 -637 39 190 1 437.7
97071423 60 19795 -590 39 67 2 478.8
97071423 60 19837 -587 39 65 2 479.5
97071423 50 20938 -591 38 78 10 504.2
97071423 47 21312 -602 37 84 10 510.6
97071423 40 22342 -556 37 80 10 546.2
97071423 40 22421 -552 37 79 10 547.2
97071423 30 24190 -520 34 85 17 602.9
97071423 9999 24996 -999 999 93 20 0
97071423 26 25143 -510 33 95 20 630.9
97071423 25 25376 -502 32 98 19 640.3
97071423 20 26845 -457 27 116 13 696.3
97071423 15 28780 -427 23 90 9 766
97071423 13 29795 -411 21 90 15 803.5
97071423 11 31130 -412 20 999 999 842.5
97071423 10 31260 -392 21 999 999 873.2
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Summary of Desert Rock, NV radiosonde data for July 15, 1997 at GMT
GMT P Z T RH WD WS theta
vmmddhh mb m CxIO % dec m/s K°
97071511 888 1134 293 17 161 4 312.9
97071511 850 1519 271 18 211 6 314.5
97071511 800 2050 226 20 207 6 315.2
97071511 750 2604 181 20 163 6 316.2
97071511 742 2692 173 20 159 6 316.3
97071511 700 3191 141 15 174 10 318.1
97071511 677 3469 130 14 181 11 319.9
97071511 650 3811 103 15 192 11 320.6
97071511 642 3918 95 15 195 11 320.8
97071511 607 4372 60 15 196 10 322
97071511 600 4469 52 16 195 9 322.1
97071511 560 5034 -1 17 190 8 322.3
97071511 550 5169 -13 17 188 8 322.5
97071511 500 5920 -80 19 195 10 323.3
97071511 473 6353 -104 19 211 10 325.5
97071511 450 6726 -133 19 228 8 326.5
97071511 400 7615 -201 19 219 5 328.9
97071511 364 8305 -256 21 230 8 330.5
97071511 350 8585 -282 35 242 9 330.7
97071511 350 8589 -282 35 242 9 330.7
97071511 327 9082 -317 30 256 12 332.4
97071511 300 9675 -372 31 259 12 332.9
97071511 250 10908 -472 34 248 5 335.9
97071511 223 11663 -529 33 246 8 338.3
97071511 200 12349 -572 33 276 10 342.2
97071511 179 13047 -614 34 263 12 346.3
97071511 175 13184 -617 33 265 12 348.1
97071511 174 13230 -617 33 266 12 348.7
97071511 171 13334 -607 33 268 12 352.1
97071511 168 13433 -605 33 270 12 354.2
97071511 150 14139 -627 33 277 12 362.1
97071511 145 14342 -643 33 277 13 362.8
97071511 131 14974 -663 33 278 12 369.9
97071511 125 15239 -659 33 279 10 375.6
97071511 125 15249 -659 33 279 10 375.6
97071511 102 16480 -685 33 281 6 393.1
97071511 100 16593 679 33 286 6 396.5
97071511 94 16965 -677 33 302 4 404
97071511 91 17181 -665 33 317 3 410.2
97071511 84 17659 -668 33 66 3 419
97071511 80 17940 -658 33 108 4 427
97071511 79 18032 -655 33 112 5 429.2
97071511 77 18196 -659 33 114 5 431.5
97071511 75 18340 -652 33 108 4 436.2
97071511 70 18752 -650 33 93 3 445.3
97071511 50 20821 -602 32 82 6 501.6
97071511 47 21180 -609 32 78 7 508.9
97071511 44 21590 -590 32 78 7 523.2
97071511 40 22220 -582 31 76 9 539.7
97071511 30 24037 -559 30 88 13 592.2
97071511 26 24923 -556 29 85 15 617.8
97071511 25 25199 -551 29 88 16 626.2
97071511 20 26631 -522 27 101 11 676.4
97071511 19 27138 -497 26 95 11 694.2
97071511 16 27926 -499 25 92 14 728.5
97071511 15 28515 -472 24 90 16 751
97071511 14 28784 -459 24 89 18 770.4
97071511 13 29515 -467 23 94 21 784.1
97071511 10 31213 -442 21 94 14 854.6
97071511 9 31848 -427 20 999 999 886.5
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S u m m a ry  of D e s e r t  R o ck , NV ra d io s o n d e  d a ta  fo r Ju ly  15 , 1 9 9 7  a t  GM T
G M T P Z I RH W D W S th e ta
v m m d d h h m b m C x 1 0 % d e q m /s K°
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 8 5 0 1 5 2 0 3 0 8 13 211 8 3 1 8 .4
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 8 0 0 2 0 5 7 2 6 5 12 20 2 6 3 1 9 .4
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 7 5 0 2 6 1 9 2 1 3 12 165 6 3 1 9 .7
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 7 48 2 6 4 5 2 1 2 12 163 6 3 1 9 .8
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 7 0 0 3 2 1 0 166 10 166 8 3 2 0 .9
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 6 6 9 3 5 9 7 134 10 182 8 3 2 1 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 6 55 3 7 7 2 125 10 192 7 3 2 2 .4
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 6 50 3 8 3 2 1 20 11 196 7 3 2 2 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 6 0 0 4 4 8 7 60 13 2 0 6 8 323 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 5 53 5161 0 15 194 9 3 2 3 .6
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 5 5 0 5 1 9 8 -3 15 194 9 3 2 3 .7
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 5 0 0 5 9 5 2 -65 16 204 8 325 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 4 5 0 6 7 5 4 -129 17 201 7 3 27
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 401 7 6 2 6 -198 18 22 9 10 3 29
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 4 0 0 7 6 5 0 -198 2 9 22 9 10 3 2 9 .3
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 3 9 7 7711 -2 0 0 4 9 228 10 3 2 9 .7
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 3 8 9 7 8 5 3 -208 45 22 7 10 3 3 0 .6
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 365 8 3 1 9 -2 4 6 31 22 7 12 3 3 1 .6
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 3 5 0 8 6 2 7 -273 2 9 23 4 13 3 3 1 .9
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 3 4 9 8 6 5 4 -275 29 23 5 13 3 3 1 .9
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 341 8 8 1 2 -2 8 3 32 2 3 9 14 333 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 331 9031 -2 9 6 56 241 14 334 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 3 28 9 0 9 4 -3 0 3 65 24 2 15 3 34
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 321 9 2 5 6 -317 69 241 15 3 3 4 .2
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 3 0 0 9 7 1 9 -357 62 2 3 9 13 335 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 2 9 2 9911 -365 65 238 12 3 3 6 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 275 1 0 3 1 4 -401 61 24 2 11 337 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 2 5 0 1 0 9 6 3 -4 4 7 48 26 0 14 3 3 9 .6
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 2 3 9 1 1 2 6 5 -472 42 26 5 16 3 4 0 .2
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 9 9 9 9 1 1 8 8 3 -9 9 9 9 99 27 3 21 0
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 2 0 0 1 2 4 2 0 -551 38 27 4 18 3 4 5 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 188 1 2 8 1 2 -5 7 6 38 281 15 3 4 7 .6
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 175 1 3 2 6 3 •585 38 2 7 9 13 3 5 3 .4
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 165 13 6 2 5 -592 38 27 8 13 3 5 8 .2
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 150 14 2 2 6 -615 37 2 7 6 13 364 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 138 14 7 4 5 -629 37 2 7 9 13 3 7 0 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 135 14 8 8 9 -640 37 284 12 3 7 0 .8
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 129 15 1 6 4 -640 37 294 9 3 7 5 .7
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 127 1 5 2 6 9 -6 4 5 37 2 9 9 8 3 7 6 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 125 1 5 3 4 7 -6 4 0 37 30 2 7 379 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 124 1 5 4 0 6 -6 3 7 37 305 7 3 8 0 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 121 1 5 5 6 6 -6 5 0 37 313 5 3 8 0 .8
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 113 15 9 5 6 -655 36 3 1 6 4 3 8 7 .4
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 110 16 1 1 4 -672 36 312 3 3 8 7 .2
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 106 16 3 4 8 -674 36 311 4 3 9 0 .9
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 103 16 5 3 3 -660 36 3 1 0 4 3 9 6 .8
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 100 16 7 0 0 -664 36 3 07 3 3 9 9 .4
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 97 1 6 8 6 0 -662 36 3 07 3 4 0 3 .3
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 83 1 7 8 1 9 -653 36 3 50 4 4 2 3 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 81 17 9 9 0 -6 5 0 36 8 4 427 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 80 18 0 5 8 -644 37 18 4 4 2 9 .9
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 79 18 1 6 6 -634 37 35 4 4 3 3 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 76 18341 -627 37 60 4 4 3 9 .8
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 70 1 8 8 7 9 -6 3 0 37 105 6 4 4 9 .6
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 68 19 0 3 0 -6 4 0 36 110 6 4 5 1 .2
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 61 19 7 7 0 -5 9 6 37 92 6 4 7 5 .2
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 60 19 8 3 2 -5 9 6 37 88 6 4 7 7 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 55 2 0 3 8 7 -5 9 7 36 87 6 4 8 9 .3
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 50 2 0 9 7 5 -5 7 2 36 91 6 5 0 8 .7
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 4 0 2 2 3 2 9 -5 4 7 35 97 10 5 4 8 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 4 0 2 2 3 9 3 -547 35 97 10 5 4 8 .5
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 33 23601 -557 34 92 13 5 7 6 .9
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 30 24231 -529 34 92 12 6 0 0 .4
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 25 2 5 4 2 0 -485 30 88 11 6 4 5 .2
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 24 2 5 6 0 5 -4 7 7 29 89 12 655 .1
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 20 2 6 8 9 6 -4 5 9 24 83 13 6 9 5 .7
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 15 28831 -411 20 93 16 7 7 1 .3
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 15 2 8 8 7 6 -4 1 0 20 93 16 7 7 1 .6
9 7 0 7 1 5 2 3 13 2 9 7 5 3 -404 19 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 0 5 .9
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97071611 892 1084 287 17 334 4 311.9
97071611 889 1106 295 16 321 4 313
97071611 880 1198 298 16 266 6 314.2
97071611 850 1507 283 15 211 8 315.8
97071611 800 2040 242 16 208 8 316.9
97071611 750 2596 193 17 176 5 317.5
97071611 732 2802 175 17 161 4 317.8
97071611 716 2993 173 14 155 5 319.6
97071611 700 3186 156 14 161 6 319.8
97071611 650 3796 104 14 172 8 320.7
97071611 600 4455 47 15 176 8 321.6
97071611 562 4991 0 16 188 9 322.1
97071611 550 5165 -15 16 188 9 322.3
97071611 522 5583 -52 18 186 8 322.7
97071611 500 5915 -74 19 188 9 324
97071611 450 6723 -144 21 203 10 325.1
97071611 443 6836 -154 21 208 10 325.3
97071611 440 6889 -159 40 210 10 325.3
97071611 436 6970 -167 50 211 10 325.2
97071611 419 7263 -196 53 223 10 325.2
97071611 415 7324 -201 46 227 10 325.4
97071611 409 7444 -201 27 233 10 326.8
97071611 400 7604 -210 24 236 11 327.7
97071611 369 8198 -252 23 251 12 329.8
97071611 350 8574 -286 24 261 12 330.2
97071611 345 8678 ■295 24 264 12 330.3
97071611 319 9241 -317 24 284 12 334.8
97071611 300 9666 -349 24 297 13 336.2
97071611 250 10915 -434 25 310 16 341.5
97071611 239 11230 -459 26 311 17 342.2
97071611 219 11779 -509 27 311 21 343.1
97071611 200 12375 -557 27 317 21 344.6
97071611 189 12722 -582 28 317 18 346.2
97071611 179 13060 -592 28 306 17 349.9
97071611 175 13213 -600 28 301 18 350.9
97071611 150 14166 -645 28 300 13 359
97071611 142 14517 -652 28 297 11 363.4
97071611 126 15218 -682 29 306 8 370.6
97071611 125 15271 -683 29 307 8 371.3
97071611 118 15601 -685 29 315 7 377.1
97071611 110 16059 -674 29 327 5 386.8
97071611 100 16611 -679 29 342 3 396.5
97071611 93 17020 -689 29 26 1 402.9
97071611 91 17150 -675 29 49 1 408.2
97071611 87 17432 -687 29 111 2 411
97071611 84 17670 -685 29 163 2 415.6
97071611 70 18759 -647 28 53 6 446
97071611 60 19710 -627 28 87 6 470.5
97071611 50 20834 -602 27 76 9 501.6
97071611 44 21643 -607 27 82 11 519.1
97071611 40 22229 -594 27 90 12 536.7
97071611 30 24042 551 26 84 12 594.4
97071611 28 24573 -556 26 89 12 604.9
97071611 25 25209 -542 26 89 13 628.8
97071611 20 26645 -512 25 90 15 679.5
97071611 15 28518 -506 24 87 16 739.7
97071611 15 28649 -505 24 88 16 740
97071611 13 29456 -472 24 92 20 782.4
97071611 9999 30075 -999 23.5 97 23 0
97071611 10 31197 -457 23 104 19 849
97071611 9 31681 -452 23 999 999 876.9
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S u m m a ry  of D e s e r t  R ock , NV ra d io so n d e  d a ta  fo r Ju ly  16, 1997  a t  GMT
G M T P 2 T RH W D W S th e ta
v m m d d h h m b m C x10 % m /s K“
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 800 20 3 4 2 7 3 15 2 03 9 3 2 0 .2
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 750 25 9 2 2 18 16 202 9 3 2 0 .2
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 7 00 3188 159 16 2 09 9 320.1
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 6 68 35 7 7 121 17 2 23 10 320.1
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 650 38 1 0 104 17 2 28 11 3 2 0 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 640 3940 94 16 2 26 12 321
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 600 44 6 4 47 19 219 12 3 2 1 .6
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 562 4 9 9 4 0 21 211 12 322.1
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 550 51 6 9 -10 21 214 11 3 2 2 .9
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 530 5 4 6 5 -26 22 221 10 3 2 4 .4
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 500 5 9 2 2 -63 26 2 15 7 3 2 5 .4
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 457 6 6 1 9 -124 30 201 6 3 2 6 .2
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 453 6681 -126 47 205 6 3 2 6 .8
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 450 67 3 5 -131 49 2 0 8 6 3 2 6 .6
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 435 6 9 8 8 -153 63 223 6 3 2 7 .2
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 431 70 6 5 -154 87 2 27 6 3 2 7 .9
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 426 71 5 9 ■156 93 232 7 3 2 8 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 400 76 2 3 -176 94 251 8 332.1
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 376 80 9 3 -190 96 271 11 3 3 6 .2
97 0 7 1 6 2 3 360 840 0 -210 93 274 13 3 3 7 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 350 8 6 1 5 -227 91 2 7 5 14 33 8 .2
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 343 87 6 4 -238 90 2 74 14 3 3 8 .6
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 330 90 3 6 ■258 88 272 15 3 3 9 .6
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 326 91 3 3 -260 87 271 15 3 4 0 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 321 92 5 6 -275 85 271 14 340
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 316 9357 -288 67 273 14 33 9 .7
97 0 7 1 6 2 3 300 972 6 -321 56 282 13 340.1
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 250 10986 -422 39 283 10 3 4 3 .3
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 200 12453 -547 38 2 96 10 346.1
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 195 12605 ■554 38 2 96 9 3 4 7 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 175 13291 ■612 37 278 8 3 4 8 .9
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 166 13609 -639 37 274 13 3 4 9 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 162 13758 -640 37 275 15 352
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 99 9 9 13812 -999 37 275 17 0
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 160 13865 -627 37 276 16 3 5 5 .4
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 155 14037 -635 37 280 14 3 5 7 .3
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 150 14242 -630 37 283 12 3 6 1 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 140 14666 -643 37 284 9 3 6 6 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 136 14829 ■660 36 284 8 3 6 6 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 130 15110 ■670 36 285 7 3 6 9 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 126 15328 -665 36 284 6 37 3 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 125 15352 -665 36 284 6 37 4 .6
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 122 15508 -673 36 281 5 3 7 5 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 119 15644 -667 36 279 5 3 7 9 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 114 15923 -675 36 276 5 3 8 2 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 109 16206 -669 36 269 5 3 8 8 .8
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 105 16387 -655 36 260 4 3 9 5 .6
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 103 16539 -650 37 251 4 3 9 8 .8
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 86 17638 ■667 36 115 3 4 1 6 .4
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 83 17861 -650 36 114 4 4 2 4 .2
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 81 17995 -655 36 117 4 426 .1
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 80 18056 -650 36 119 5 4 2 8 .6
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 79 18156 -643 37 121 5 4 3 1 .6
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 74 18516 -640 37 141 6 4 4 0 .4
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 73 18641 -631 37 140 6 4 44
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 70 18874 -625 37 137 5 45 0 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 64 19430 -597 37 121 3 4 6 8 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 60 19834 -594 37 87 5 4 7 7 .9
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 56 2 0 2 8 8 -591 37 82 6 488 .1
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 50 2 0 9 8 3 ■545 37 92 8 515
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 43 2 1 9 3 2 ■552 36 107 7 536
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 40 2 2 4 1 5 ■540 35 91 6 5 5 0 .2
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 30 2 4 2 7 5 -495 33 82 14 6 0 9 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 27 2 5 0 6 6 -476 30 91 14 6 3 3 .7
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 25 2 5 4 7 5 -477 29 94 12 6 4 7 .5
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 23 2 5 9 9 6 -481 29 99 12 66 1 .9
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 20 26 9 5 2 ■452 27 100 13 6 9 7 .8
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 18 2 7 6 1 8 -450 26 97 14 71 9 .8
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 15 2 8 8 4 0 -412 25 92 15 771
9 7 0 7 1 6 2 3 15 2 8 8 8 5 -407 25 91 15 7 7 2 .6
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1 f 1 1
1 I l l
m m m
3
1 1 ! # (
SRBHim. M 94 m» n 80S»BZ> 185» M m iB B , 8438 SQL 19 81mwr« 1IS6
01 cm «C 10.00 90 34 56 13 6 23 2 7 .6 2 2 9 .8 1 01 c m »C 1 0 .0 9 84 40 50 21 20 2 7 .5 0 20 .6 9
04 £tC 10. DC 74 34 .54 n 5 37 2 7 .6 5 3 9 . BS 04 c m BC iD .od 79 36 E? 34 0 00 27..S3 20 .7 2
07 NC 10.02 da 34 57 1? 0 06 2 7 .7 1 2 9 .9 1 07 c m VC 1 0 .0§ 84 40 50 21 3 25 2 7 .sa 2 0 . T?
10 m ID.DC 91 39 $2 14 5 07 2 7 .7 0 2 9 .9 1 10 XC 18. od 97 4£ £6 la 14 21 2 7 .5 9 20 .7 a
13 m 10.05 9? 39 44 U 6 m 2 7 .6 5 2 9 .8 4 11 VC 10. od 101 45 £9 17 S la 2 7 .5 4 20 .7 2
16 c u t wc 1D.0( 100 36 64 11 6 v a 2 7 .5 9 29 .7 9 IS SC 10. od 103 45 €7 14 14 1£ 2 7 .4 » 2 0 . g£
19 c m n c 10. DC 90 35 a 11 06 2 7 .5 8 3 9 .7 7 19 SCI BC 1 0 .od 09 44 £6 15 13 21 2 7 .4 9 20 ,6 7
22 c m VC 10. Ot 36 32 57 IS 26 2 7 .6 2 2 9 .8 1 32 t c 10. od 01 43 £3 19 22 2 7 .5 5 20 .7 3
0435 m L  U rat D439 aOL 30 r, 145S
01 c m m : 10.02 31 32 56 17 5 27 2 7 .6 3 2 9 .8 3 01 c m BC 80 €3 22 6 2 7 .5 7 2 0 .7 5
06 VC 1 0 .DC 75 .33 54 31 S 34 2 7 .6 5 3 9 .9 5 04 c m a c 91 W 2« 0 2 7 .6 0 30 .7 8
VC 10.00 36 36 58 IS a 06 2 7 .7 1 2 9 .0 1 07 c m JfC 8£ 45 £2 25 B 00 2 7 .6 5 20 .8 5
10 IS m 1 0 .OC 94 38 S2 14 8 06 2 7 .7 2 2 9 .0 2 10 in: 96 n £8 .2.3 5 VR 2 7 .6 5 20 .8 4
13 B m 250 10 .00 102 34 64 3 ? 85 2 7 .6£ 39 .86 11 acT «C 102 49 £0 17 IS 19 2 7 .6 0 20 .7 8
16 £Ct MO 1 0 .DC 104 30 43 7 9 04 2 7 .6 0 2 9 .7 0 1£ 2S0 £ VR 2 7 .5 5 29 .74
19 Bior 250 10 . OC 101 29 62 04 2 7 .5 9 39 .78 19 a n 350 02 46 £6 33 6 17 2 7 .61 20 .8 0
22 £KX 250 10 .00 9Q 31 59 12 23 2 7 .6 3 2 9 .8 3 32 SCI 97 &2 JO VR 2 7 .6 4 2 0 .B3
«435 4% IS 1U « ra« 8440
51 IT 10. OS 33 29 56 14 6 25 2 7 .6 4 2 9 .8 3 01 a m 140 92 51 £3 34 ? 25 2 7 .6 2 2 0 .8 0
06 c m VC 10.00 77 31 54 IB 8 34 2 7 .6 5 3 9 .B£ 84 B m U S 79 49 £1 7 2D 2 7 .6 3 20 .9 2
07 VC 10. oc 35 32 57 16 D SO 2 7 .7 1 2 9 .0 1 07 cx c 140 93 a i £4 33 0 00 2 7 .6 7 20 .8 8
;iQ acT g e 1 0 .DC 83 3? 44 12 9 2 7 .7 1 3 9 .9 1 10 CM 120 89 £5 2£ 7 09 2 7 .7 0 30 .0 0
13 f i t s 230 10. OS 103 35 65 10 a VR 2 7 .6 4 39 .84 11 m e 140 97 O £6 31 a 12 2 7 .7 3 20 .2 4
16 £CK 230 ID.OS 107 37 64 9 7 v a 2 7 .5 8 29 .7 6 1£ CflfC 128 aa 51 £S W 2 7 .6 7 2 9 .aa
19 BIX 250 10.05 103 90 63 # 13 22 2 7 .5 7 39 .75 19 a n 130 93 54 £S 37 13 SS 2 7 .6 5 2 0 . S£
22 BtX 130 ID.DC 04 31 SO 11 13 31 2 7 .5 9 2 9 .T? 22 CYC ISO 82 sa €7 44 10 2£ 2 7 .6 7 2 9 .8 0
«43£ m 1« ra , 8448 a m w r !» I IS*
01 a m 10 .00 38 31 58 U 35 2 7 .6 0 3 9 .7 8 01 CYC 100 1 0 . oq 77 60 fiS B£ 14 22 3 7 .6 9
06 acT NC 10. DC S3 56 15 9 36 2 7 .6 1 3 9 . BO 84 & K m s 10 . oS 7S 61 £6 90 10 17
07 acT OC ID. OS 30 30 12 3 31 2 7 .6 4 2 9 .8 2 07 CYC 832 « .o d -S R 70 65 €7 84 £ 25 2 0 .9 0
10 acT VC 1 0 .DC 100 64 12 5 OS 2 7 .6 1 29 .81 10 CYC 10. od £5 £8 74 0 OD 30 .0 1
BXX ID. OS lao 36 64 S 17 22 2 7 .5 8 39 ,7 3 11 a n 005 18. od 90 SE 70 68 £ SI 2 7 .7 5 2 0 .3 ?
16 £ZK 220 1 0 .OS ISO 37 64 9 IS 33 27 ..52 29 .70 l« a m 10. od 94 £2 70 4« E «R. 2 7 .6 9 2 9 .9 0
BIX 150 ID. OS 103 IS 64 18 ID 23 2 7 .5 4 3 9 .7 3 18 a n 208 18. od 9.1 64 70 S7 10 21 2 7 .6 9 2 0 .0 3
250 10.00 94 33 10 3 9 .7 3 22 SC I MG 10. @d 10 17 2 7 .7 3
«43? a m  1? 2857 BB> U 4 ^  SÜL s n n ir >  u s a
o r e 1 0 .OS 14 10 2 9 .7 2 01 c m 10.80 58 £S 2 7 .7 2
06 BXK 250 10. DC 91 43 S3 IS 10 IS 2 7 .5 4 3 9 .7 2 84 c m NC LS.OC 73 60 « 5€ 7 22 2 7 .7 4 2 0 .S?
m 230 10. OS 91 43 S3 IS 14 17 2 7 .5 6 2 9 .7 4 07 c m NC 10.00 7€ 61 «S 60 0 60 2 7 .7 9 30 .0 15 Bor 230 10. DC 103 43 6S Ur 19 30 27 ..5£ 29 .74 10 a c r 1C LQ.OQ as 59 £8 42 S 09 2 7 .7 9 30 .01
acT 10.05 106 43 67 u 18 23 2 7 .5 0 IS 005 18. DO 94 £S 19 23 2 7 ,7 2 2 0 .0 3
16 acT NC 1 0 .DC 105 43 68 13 20 S3 2 7 .4 5 29 .61 IS a c r 1C LS.8C 03 4a £6 a i 8 14 2 7 .6 7 2 0 .8 a
18 acT VC 10.00 101 42 65 I Î 9 23 2 7 .4 2 39 .59 19 acT 1C 10. Dg 90 47 £4 23 .13 la 2 7 ,6 « 2 0 .9 0
22 a c t BC 1 0 .DC 93 4S £4 IS 13 32 2 7 .4 8 3 9 .6 5 22 c m 1C 10. SC 93 S3 £S 3£ 8 2 7 .7 0 2 0 .0 2
t » 1 tS3
01 a m 230 1 0 .OS 38 44 £2 22 11 16 2 7 .4 9 3 9 .6 4 81 c m 1C 1 0 . OC 79 53 £3 S la 2 7 .7 0 2 0 .0 1
06 a c r VC 10. DC 35 43 S i 32 17 17 3 7 .SC 2 0 .6 4 84 c m BC 10 .80 74 40 £0 7 34 2 7 .7 2 3 0 .0 1
57 a m 150 10.00 38 40 £1 IS 15 18 27 .54 2 9 .7 2 07 1C 10 .00 90 S i £S 43 0 00 2 7 .7 5 2  5
10 s m 220 10. DC 93 38 S2 14 21 IS 37 .54 2 9 .7 3 10 1C 10 .85 00 45 £3 .31 S 14 2 7 .7 4 2 0 .9 5
13 a c r VC 10.00 101 40 65 12 14 10 27 .60 39 .68 13 SCT 1C 18 . OC 05 44 £S 17 a 0£ 2 7 .6 7 2S .8S
16 acr VC 10. D0 101 41 65 13 0 OS 37 .45 20 .62 IS a c r 1C 18 .80 07 43 « IS s 0£ 2 7 .6 1 2 9 .8 3
19 c m VC 10.00 a? 42 m 16 IS 23 27.45 2 3 .6 3 18 SCT 1C 18 .08 05 24 S3 a IS 25 2 7 ,6 1 2 9 ,8 0
22 c m VC 10. DC 39 41 £2 IS 9 31 27 .49 3 0 .6 7 22 1C 18 .00 8£ sa 56 12 0 24 27.6.3 20.8.3
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m m i m chw& a m  m REBfSm * l e s i
D1 o a t ÏE 110,00 so 29 54 15 s 27 2 ? ,  64 2 3 ,8 3
04 CLS VC 10.90 73 31 52 31 9 35 2 7 .6 4 2 3 .8 4
G9 ÿ c 10,00 82 33 56 17 00 2 7 ,67 2 3 ,8 7
19 a c r sc 10.00 04 36 13 S OS 2 7 , ES 2 3 ,8S
11 a c r s c 10,00 101 38 64 11 13 la 2 7 .6 0 33.79
IS a c r sc 10.00 162 gs 6 IS 2 7 ,5 3 23 ,72
19 a c r VC 10,Q( SO 44 2 7 .5 0 2 3 .6 9
|is ,s ( SO 38 41 1£ 19 2 7 ,5 4 2 3 ,7 1
« a s  m , a s M £
CLB 10.00 81 38 58 20 10 27 2 7 ,54 2 3 ,7 2
04 c m VC 18. OC 93 .30 59 22 9 IS 2 7 .5 4 2 3 .7 4
B9 sc 10. OC @4 44 41 SS £ 00 2 7 ,6 0 2 3 ,7 4
10 m ( me 16. DC 95 43 gs IS S vs 2 7 .6 0 2 0 .7 4
13 a c r DC 10.00 103 43 67 13 13 28 2 7 ,5 3 2 3 ,72
IE 1ER 2E0 1 0 . OC 164 42 57 12 11 15 2 7 .4 3 20.67
19 a c r tac 1 0 . OC 08 3? S3 12 U 1£ 2 7 .5 6 2 3 ,6 9
33 a c r 1 0 . DC 39 IS SB I 21 2 7 .5 7 2 0 .%
#444 am 37
01 CLR t c 110.00 86 SO 55 m : 19 2 7 .6 0 2 0 .7 4
04 SC 10. OC 81 31 55 w s VS 3 7 ,6 2 2 3 .8 8
0? 1ER 140 10. DC 33 20 56 14 0 00 2 7 .6 5 20.85
ID MR 180 10. DC 02 37 41 14 11 07 2 7 ,67 2 3 ,8 7
13 1ER 190 10. OC 86 48 57 10 17 10 2 7 .1 4 2 0 .8 4
IE M R 250 10. DC @8 50 £8 30 17 0? 2 7 .5 8 2 3 ,7 7
IS 1ER 250 10. DC SI SO 06 25 13 07 3 7 .5 3 2 0 .7 9
S3 acT VC 10. OC 39 48 £4 24 9 01 2 7 .62 23 .8 1
#445 m ,  31 8QR8er> U S#
61 a c r VC 10.00 89 47 £1 11 a as 2 7 .61 2 3 .8 8
04 SCT ( E 10.00 TS 47 50 3£ £ 21 2 7 ,63 2 3 ,8 3
0? acT VC 10. DC 34 50 £4 31 8 00 2 7 .65 2 3 .8£
IS m i @60 a.o i 79 «7 52 8 32 2 7 ,6 8 2 3 ,8 9
11 1ER 085 10. DC 80 81 £9 52 13 02 2 7 .71 2 3 .3 3
IE SCT HC 10. DC 89 53 S7 39 8 35 2 7 .64 2 3 .8 5
IS acT VC 10. OC 89 54 £6 33 5 12 2 7 .6 4 2 3 .8 3
22 SCT VC 10. OC 79 59 SG 54 8 27 2 7 .67 2 3 .8 9
DM4 m t  a# m o B » 2849
01 CU VC 10.00 73 57 S3 57 8 27 2 7 .17 2 3 ,0 0
04 CLl sc 1D.0€ 72 58 a 61 ? 20 2 7 . ES 2 3 ,3 0
M VC 10. DC 78 57 SS 48 E 20 2 7 .73 2 3 ,9 5
10 a c r IE 10. OC 88 SS S7 33 0 06 2 7 ,7 4 2 3 ,%
13 1ER 220 10.00 $7 44 SS IS 6 VR 2 7 .6 7 2 3 .8 8
IS a c r IK 10. SC 08 37 S3 12 14 1£ 2 7 .6 2 23 ,8 2
19 SCT BC 10,00 04 40 S3 15 13 IS 2 7 .6 1 23 .8 1
22 a c r QC 10. SC 8? 43 21 14 23 2 7 ,6 4 23 .8 4
«MS 36
01 a c r SC 10. sq 83 49 30 22 2 7 . EC 2 3 ,8 5
04 1ER 120 10.00 79 48 €1 34 2S 27.66 2 0 .8 9
a c r DC io .s e 84 4S S I as 6 27.74 2 3 .9 7
10 acr IK ID. so SQ 53 €7 2@ 9 CJ7 27.7": 2 0 .3 8
13 a c r SC ID, sc 08 44 S6 1£ IS 10 27 ,71 2 3 ,9 1
IE a c r SC 16. OC 160 37 £4 11 8 25 27 .64 2 0 .9 4
IB acr s c 10, OC 02 S3 €7 27 13 SS 27 ,68 23, as
32 a c r JK 10. sc SB S3 £6 20 9 3S 27 .71 2 0 .0 3
LAS VEGAS, NVW1»T_____ L@_ vmmsmm
*#
mmm
tm o û  n o  0647 a m  a i 6 MR1 !, 1847
D1 C U RC 10 , oq U 34 VR 2 7 ,7 3 2 9 .9 3
04 CLR RC 10 . od 77 «1 44 7 24 2 7 .7 6 2 0 .%
07 a j RC lQ .Qd 94 51 «S to C! on 2 7 .7 9 3 0 .01
19 a n RC iD .o q 91 Hi €'i 14 6 04 2 7 ,7 9 3 0 ,OQ
n o r r 085 lD ,0 d l8 89 53 S6 24 16 21 2 7 ,7 9 3 0 .00
ID.Od 91 84 sa 28 2 7 .7 2 2 0 .3 3
iD .o d 80 SE S’] 32 2 7 .7 1 2 9 .9 2
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APPEDNIX E
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